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Ins tauration~
An Ancient Race in the Old South

Judah BenjaIllin

In keeping with Instauration's policy of ano
nymity, most communicants will be identified
by the first three digits of their zip code.

o Leaders Bradley most admiresl Carter,
Woodrow Wilson, Gorbachev. The latter
would like to run for president in Russia,
but has zero support. He'd do better
here!
211

o Civilization:

It's a white thing. Blacks
don't understand.
300

favor a ilboys will be boys" attitude to
ward school troublemakers. For the
Cokies, Katies and Sams, if Jesse does it,
it must be right. Their discomfort at his
support for the hooligans is palpable.
What a quandary. Jesse is PC, but right
now so is school discipline.
455
o The Chosen are among the most vocal
in demanding unilateral nuclear disarma
ment. They know that one nation won't
not disarm, whatever it promises.
109

o The PC police are outraged that child o
less couples will pay thousands for donor
eggs from beautiful women. In a perfect
world they'd prefer birth-defect guaran
teed eggs from crack-addicted black les
bians.
498

o

If the Chosen had a king, who else
would it 'be but Larry, who has taken as
his consort one blonde shiksa after an
other. When he interviews another Jew,
as he often does, together they exude a
special, ilWe're on top of the heap" air.
Why noUU's true!
667

o Rush Limbaugh has iterated and reiter
ated that he is completely indifferent to
ilWhat America looks like." Color, eth
nidty, he just doesn't care.
906

o

His usual keen instinct for self
promotion failed Jesse Jackson when he
espoused the cause of the Decatur Negro
school brawlers. Current climate doesn't
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Assumpta Serna is a slim, classy
looking Catalan actress known only in
the U.S. for the Dynasty TV series. I was
disappointed to see her pressed com
pletely naked, pubic hair visible, against
an equally naked louis Gossett Jr. in the
1997 film, Managua. What's the line be
tween harlot and actressl
518

o

The late Henry Ford was an anti.

Semite, which is now dted as one of the
reasons Ford Motor Co. should pay Jews
billions for business done with Germany
in the 30s, business that was perfectly le
gal at the time.
800

o The

Decatur thugs see themselves as
junior O.J.s.
188

o

I keep a file of newspaper political
ilcartoons" on Pat Buchanan. I must have
over 25 now, most all by Jewish cartoon
ists. Some would be the envy of Julius
Streicher and his Der Sturmer, who por
trayed Jews as rats, roaches and worse in
the 19305. In my 1999 American collec
tion I have such beauties as Pat Bucha
nan as a kidney stone passed by an ele
phant (in a jar of formaldehyde), Pat as a
bowel movement, as a rat, as Hitler, as
Hitler's dog, as Hitler's mistress, as one
of Hitler's pilots, as Goebbels. Once
again when dealing with Jews one must
ask: ilWho are the real haters"l
838

o

Russia is bombing the hell out of
Chechnya, killing more Checkens than
we killed Serbs and Kosovars. Clinton
says, ilRussia is rightly defending its sove
reignty."
200

o Camille Paglia

bravely told columnist
linda Bowles: VOlat a Jewish collector

and a Jewish museum director had no
compunction about selecting a parodic
image of the Madonna. • .shows either
stupidity or malice."
100

o Clinton takes pride in

his title, "First
black president," a title bestowed on him
by ilfellow blacks." Judging from his Cab
inet, Supreme Court and Federal Reserve
appointments, it would be more fitting to
call Bill the ilFirst Jewish president."
022

o

European whites occupy a dwindling
slice of what has been called the ilWorld
Island," the Afro-Eurasian land mass. Fes
tung Europa is under assault by Muslims
and blacks from the South, Muslims and
Orientals from the Southeast. Territories
vast (Central Asia) and small (Bosnia, the
Caucasus) are lost and the fifth column
in the final redoubt grows.

111

o A surprising number of Jewish celebri
ties has derisively denounced Clinton.
Bodes ill for AI and Hill. Will Mrs. Brad
ley's Holocaust groveling suffice to over
come her German birthl
901

o Hillary has made a fundamental error.
She believes what her lackeys tell her.
.
100

o The government official seemed near
tears on TV as he explained the labor
problems iIIegal-oops, undocumented-
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workers face here. The suggestion that
one solution would be to return them
home was met with an uncomprehend
ing look, as though it were something
akin to going to Mars!
783

criticize him and ultimately get future
projects stopped or downsized. As long
as he's in charge I think Congress will
continue to funnel money into important
NASA projects.
329

o The behavior of the white race in the

o Fences along our southern border are

20th century has revolutionized the
study of anthropology.

illogically compared to the Berlin Wall.
The N.Y. Times has indignantly editorial
ized against Czechs fencing off Gypsies.
When Israel proposes to fence off the
Palestinians, the silence is deafening.

800

o "Low black [test] scores endure high up
the socioeconomic ladder, [but1 poor and
often newly immigrant Asian-Americans
have made a success of the [test] system
despite high economic and linguistic bur
dens to achievement." (N.Y. Times, Oct.
24,1999) Sounds like racism to me!
122

a

The origin of rock In' roll may have
been rooted in Negro blues of the 1940s
and 50s, but the evolution of rock and
later heavy metal of the 70s and 80s was
predominately a Nordic phenomenon.
Rock and heavy metal bars and hangouts
I frequented as a teenager growing up in
the 80s were commonplace for Nordic
boys and girls. Negro music such as rap
was looked on with disdain. Race-mixing
was considered disgusting. Not until the
90s did the hybridization of rap and
heavy metal begin. The rock and heavy
metal of the 70s and 80s may not qualify
as high cultural achievements of our
race, but it should be noted that the rock
scene at that time was exclusively Nordic
and reeked of racial purity.
481

a It's a paradox that white men, most re
sponsible for modern civilization, are de
spised. Those unable to use its wonders,
let alone invent them, are revered.
115

o

In the Safety Valve (Nov. 1999) Zip
220 opines that God made a terrible mis
take when he created minorities. I disa
gree vehemently. I'm not a religious
man, but I firmly believe that every living
thing has a purpose. So what is the pur
pose of minorities? How about contrastl
752

a I used to deplore a Jew (Goldin) being
in charge of NASA, which is composed
largely of Nordic engineers. However,
since two recent Mars lunar landing pro
jects have failed, I'm strangely grateful to
have a Jew in charge. At least it's hard to

882

o

Are you aware that Governor Gray
Davis signed a law making it possible for
Jewish survivors to sue German compa
nies in California courts for compensa
tion for Nslave labor" in WWII? Some
Koreans heard about "this and want to
sue Japanese companies since Japs used
Koreans as slave labor during WWII. But
Davis says this is for Jews only.
940

a Isn't it a sign of our degenerating soci
ety that our leaders in the White House
and government have to be called by
their nicknames? NSandy" Berger, NWiI
Iy" Clinton, N AI" Gore, NJim" Rubin and
so on. Maybe Milsovec will soon join the
gang and be greeted with: NHi, Siobo,
how'd you like the bombing?"
065

o Pamela Digby Churchill Hayward Har
riman, late U.S. Ambassador to France,
was born rich and married richer. She is
admired by other ladies and gentlemen
of her circle as a paragon of successful
living. Eva Duarte de Peron, a.k.a. Evita,
was born poor, married a military man
and spent the few short years" of her life
as First Lady of Argentina helping the
poor get a foot up. Pamela is praised to
the skies by the oligarchs who despised
Evita.
922

a

If we keep getting movies like Schin
dler's List, Life Is Beautiful and Jakob the
Liar, pretty soon the credits will contain
a disclaimer to the effect that NNo Jews
were harmed during the production of
this motion picture."
224

o

When blacks search desperately for
some proof of past greatness, they
charge that whites would be threatened
by black achievement, past or present.

NFear of a black planet" What I1Of1..
sense! Whites have no trouble recogniz
ing the greatness of Chinese civilization,
ancient Cambodia or Java.
577

a

Could we get someone to write a
White Anthem or are we so divided we
could never settle on the words?
864

o

Black waiters don't want to wait on
other blacks. They don't tip. Black taxi
drivers shun black passengers. Not safe.
Nonetheless we must pretend it isn't so
or go to jail. What's next? Pretend black
pilots can fly, black surgeons can oper
ate? What it boils down to is that, ex
cept for granting preferences, we're sup
posed to pretend blacks are whites.
102

o The so-called experts still push heaps
of bunk on the public every day: Racial
equality myth, Holocaust fable, Big Bunk
cosmology, Einstein's Nthought experi
ments," sky-god fairy tales, Jesus hoax,
Life-after-death fantasy. What a laugh
future generations will have on us Neasy
marks" who lived in the 20th century!
598

o In our increasingly diverse society it is
inevitable that children from households
with incompatible beliefs attend school
together. I am a Christian, but I have no
objection to my children being taught
tolerance of other religions or even athe
ism. However I do not want schools to
teach them that all beliefs and lifestyles
are equally valid. Respect is one thing,
acceptance is quite another. They need
not go together.
984

o

Turtle Beach is a 1992 film about
Vietnamese boat people washing ashore
in Malaysia. Malays don't like it. Mobs
of them force the refugees back into the
ocean to drown. Local politeo com
ments, NWe don't want to be a minority
in our own country." We evidently do.
915

o Russia's loss of a gigantic swath of the
Eurasian heartland is the key event of
the 20th century.
110

o

Considering the normal mortality of
people born over 60 years ago, particu
larly those who lived through war and
prison camps, it's amazing how many
have survived to demand reparations.
422
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An Ancient Race in the Old South
mong many concepts entrenched in the American
psyche is one that correlates Jewishness with I iber
alism and Yankeedom. If asked to pick a region of
the country that was totally anathema to Jews, most mass
media-saturated folks would choose the South. Dixie is
widely perceived to be inhospitable to blacks and, by ex
tension, to other mi norities. Although only one Jew was
ever lynched in the South (the famed 1914 Leo Frank case
in Atlanta), the presumption is that the South has never
been friendly to Jews. Truth to tell, the Old South was a
salubrious venue for Hebrews.
If pressed to name a prominent antebellum Jew, most
readers would probably think first of Louisiana's Judah
Benjamin, who served the Confederacy as Attorney Gen
eral, Secretary of War, and finally Secretary of State. He
was not the only Jew ina high place, however. There was
David Camden de Leon, the first Surgeon General of the
Confederacy; A.C. Myers, Quartermaster General; and Li
onel Levy, Judge Advocate of the Military Court. Other
prominent members of the Chosen included Edwin Moise,
who was speaker of the Louisiana House at the beginning
of the war, Henry Hyans, the Lieutenant Governor of Loui
siana four years before the war, and Levi Myers Harby,
who commanded the Port of Galveston. An interesti ng bit
of trivia is that Dr. Simon Baruch, the father of Barney Ba
ruch, was a Confederate veteran of the Battle of Gettys
burg.
At the time of the outbreak of the Civil War, there
were approximately 150,000-180,000 Jews (0.5% of the
white population of 27,000,000). Estimates of Jewish par
ticipation in the conflict vary widely. Anywhere from
6,000 to 15,000 Jews served in the Union Army while
2,000 to 12,000 served in the Confederate Army. A hard
and fast number is impossible to define, considering that
number crunching wasn't the obsession then that it is to
day and that many Jews were non-practicing or had con
verted. Doubtless many German Jews were counted mere
ly as Germans. Given the greater size of the Union Army,
historians believe that Jewish representation was propor
tionately greater in the Confederacy. At least there were
enough casualties to establish a cemetery in Richmond ex
pressly reserved for the Confederate Jewish dead.
The Jewish presence in the Confederacy may come as
a surprise to the contemporary reader, but it is perfectly
natural, considering that Jews found the prewar South a
particularly benign place. to set up shop. "Nowhere else in
America had they experienced such fullness of opportuni
ty or achieved comparable political and social accep
tance."l As a result, Jews found it relatively easy to ascend
to positions of political power.

A
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Before the Confederacy was formed, Judah Benjami n
was a U.S. Senator from Louisiana-in line with the rule
that the only Jewish Senators in the 19th century were
from Southern states. The first Jew elected to the Senate
was David Levy Yulee (1810-1886), who was also Flori
da's first Senator. We should note that David Levy gave up
Judaism (and added the surname Yulee) before being
elected. Consequently, Judah Benjamin could be consid
ered the first profeSSing Jew in the Senate.
lhe earliest Jews in the South were largely Sephardim
who traced their heritage to Portugal and Spain. They
were later joi ned by the German Jews who came to the
U.S. in large numbers in the first half of the 19th century,
peaking in 1848 when they fled European crackdowns on
radical politics.
The road from Jewish pedd ler to shopkeeper was well
traveled. Many a smaU southern town had a Cohen's Dry
Goods or a Levy's General Store. The storied realm of the
merchant prince was not out of reach for some. Not sur
prisingly Southern ports were particularly fertile grounds
for Jewish merchants, who were able to tap into their co
religionist connections in the Caribbean and Europe. Fore
most among these cities in the 18th century were Charles
ton and Savannah.
A handful of Jews arrived in Charleston in 1680. The
state's constitution was written by none other than English

Charleston harbor shortly after the Civil War

philosopher John Locke, who welcomed "Jews, heathens
and dissenters." Catholics were excluded. In 1703, when
South Carolina Jews cast their ballots in a general elec
tion, it marked the first time that Jews exercised their fran
chise in the history of the Western world. Though home to
only about 80,000 people today, at its peak, Charleston

was the fourth largest city in the British colonies and the
largest city south of Philadelphia. As a gateway to the
West Indies, Charleston saw commodities galore
including slaves-pass across its docks. Indigo, a particu
larly important local crop, was largely fathered by indigo
monopolist Moses Lindo.
Though most history books dwell on Virginia and
points north when dealing with the Revolutionary War, a
number of important campaigns took place in the Caroli
nas. In Charleston, Captain William Lushington com
manded the "Jew company," so-called because half its
members were Jewish. 2 At least a dozen Jewish doctors
and lawyers practiced in Charleston. Three Jews (Elisha
Levy, Mark Marks, Solomon Moses Jr.) served as deputy
sheriffs.
At the dawn of the 19th century, Charleston had the
largest Jewish community in America. By 1816, there
were more than 600 Jews in the city-more than in New
York. Several Jews served in the state legislature. One
Lyon Levy was state treasurer from 181 7-1 822. The editor
of the local paper was one Mordecai Mandel Noah. In
1826, Isaac Harby, a Jewish journalist in Charleston-and
the first Jew in America to make writing his career
estimated that more than 550/0 of all jews in the U.S. were
in the South. South Carolina had approximately 1,200,
Virginia and Georgia had about 100 each, Louisiana 100,
Florida 40. But New York was in second place and mov
ing up fast-a sign of things to come!
But Charleston wasn't the only southeast seaport re
ceptive to Jews. When James Oglethorpe obtained a char
ter for the foundation of a colony that came to be called
Georgia, he offered religious liberty to all-again, with the
exception of Catholics. The colony was designed to be an
asylum for persons newly released from debtors' prison
and unemployed, which resulted in a number of poor
Jews from London, who had been ~ards of the synagogue
being diverted to Georgia. In fact, the first white child
born in the colony was one Mordecai Sheftal. The colo
ny's capital, Savannah, was one of the first planned com
munities in North America. Founded by Oglethorpe in
1733, Savannah welcomed its first Jews one year later
when two boatloads (one containing 43 English Jews, the
other 40 Spanish/Portuguese Jews) arrived in the port city.
Oglethorpe himself settled them on his own land, rented
them a house for religious services and set aside a plot for
their cemetery. According to land grants at the time, 14%
of the households in that first year of the colony were Jew
ish. Another contemporary estimate adjudged the city to
be one-sixth Jewish. Congregation Mickve Israel dates
from the arrival of the first boatloads of Jews. 3 In 1765 two
Jews were elected port officials of Savannah. As for Mor
decai Sheftal, he held a number of civic posts in Savannah
and founded the Union Society, an interfaith charity or
ganization.
In military history, Savannah looms large as General
Sherman's destination in his famed march to the sea, but
the port city was also a big prize in the Revolutionary

War, as the British maintained control of the city from
1778 to 1782. The first Georgian to be killed in the Revo
lutionary War was a Jew named Francis Salvador, who ac
tually bit the dust in Carolina. War hero David Emanuel,
who distinguished himself during the siege of Savannah,
was elected governor of Georgia in 1801, thus becoming
the first jew to be elected governor of a state. Sixty years
later, one of the leaders of the secession movement in
Georgia was one Raphael J. Moses.
In Louisiana, Jews were active in Shreveport, Baton
Rouge and particularly New Orleans, which eventually
supplanted Charleston as the most cosmopolitan city in
the South. New Orleans witnessed the founding of its first
Jewish congregation in 1826. Among the leading clans in
New Orleans was the Touro family, transplanted from
Newport (RI). 4 Foremost among them was Judah Touro, a
highly eccentric importer, who never went outside the city
limits of New Orleans after arriving there at age 27.
Though he owned some of the largest ships in port, he
never once climbed aboard any of them. When he died in
1858, the bachelor Touro left an estate worth more than
$1 million, with approximately half going to a friend who
had saved his life during the Battle of New Orleans, and
the other half going to a wide variety of institutions, jew
and Gentile, in New Orleans. As such, he became a
poster boy for Old World Jews who were looking to make
their mark in America.
Upriver from New Orleans, the earliest Jews in what
had come to be known as the state of Mississippi were
thought to have arrived with a group of French settlers in
1699. By the 1790s Natchez was home to a number of
prominent Jewish families, including that of Benjamin
Monsanto, whose descendants founded the famed chemi
cal corporation that bears the family name today~
Though the Old Dominion traces its beginning to the
establishment of jamestown in 1607, it was free of Jews
until the second half of the 18th century because the influ
ence of the Church of England was reflected in its laws,
customs and mores. Church service was compulsory. Not
until 1786 when religious tests were thrown out (largely at
the behest of James Madison and Thomas Jefferson)5 was
it possible for Jews to be citizens. Three years later a syna
gogue was built in Richmond. In North Carolina, howev
er, state law required that an officeholder be a Protestant,
a dictate that remained in force until Reconstruction. 6
Maryland, originally founded as a Catholic haven, re
tained a religious test as a basis for residence well into the
19th century. It was necessary for a citizen of the state to
profess a belief in Christ. Conversely a denial of Christ
was punishable by death. In 1826 the Maryland "Jew Bill"
eliminated all religious discrimination. By 1838 there
were two Jewish congregations in Baltimore. In 1848 th~
first Reform Congregation in America was founded there.
By 1850 Baltimore was home to 4,000 Jews.
Texas, because of its status as a region of Mexico and
as an independent nation, was not technically a Southern
state until 1846 when it joined the Union. The fledgling
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state's first representative in the U.S. House of Representa
tives was Princeton graduate David Kaufman, for whom
Kaufman County (and the county seat, the town of Kauf.
man, southeast of Dallas) is named. By the 1850s, Hous
ton, Galveston and San Antonio all had established con
gregations.
Occasional Spanish jews had passed through Texas in
the early days of exploration, and some were also includ
ed when Stephen F. Austin brought his Anglo colonizers
into Texas while it was still under the Mexican flag. At
least one and perhaps as many as three Jews died in the
Alamo. Six were with Sam Houston's relief force, includ
ing surgeons Moses Albert Levy and Isaac Lyon. In 1837,
one year after Texas won its independence from Mexico,
the port of Galveston welcomed its first steamship, and
Jewish influence gained a foothold. By 1852, the first Jew
ish cemetery was open for business. One year later Mi
chael Seeligson, the city's first jewish mayor-the first of
many-was elected. Nearby Houston, founded in 1836,
had its first Jewish mayor, Lewis Levy, just five years later.
Since Texas was synonymous with wide open spaces,
it is not surprising that land speculation attracted jews,
such as jacob de Cordova 7, who laid out the city of Waco,
and Henri Castro, a land baron during the days of the Tex
as Republic, who persuaded some 5,000 people to settle
in what is now Castroville west of San Antonio. Jews were
land agents, lawyers, physicians, financiers, merchants
and ranchers. Even as far west as EI Paso, the Chosen
were prominent. One Adolph Solomon was mayor and Er
nest Kohlberg made a name for himself in railways, bank
ing and the manufacturing of cigars.
No matter what their home state, Southern jews, by
and large, hewed to the same racial views as their Gentile
peers. Judah Benjamin and David Levy Yulee are well
represented in the annals of the pro-slavery speeches. 8
Rabbi Morris jacob Raphael (1798-1868) placed judaism
squarely in opposition to abolitionism. Slaves were among
the many commodities the port city jews imported. The
Jewish Davis family of Petersburg (VA) were renowned as
slave traders, as were the members of the aforementioned
Monsanto clan. 9 Possibly a quarter of the south's 15,000
to 20,000 jews were themselves slave owners.
The power of the old Sephardic and German-jewish
businessmen waned with the fortunes of the South after
the Civil War. The balance of economic power had tipped
overwhelmingly to the north, and soon after Reconstruc
tion died out, the newest (and biggest) wave of Jewish im
migration-this time from Russia and Eastern Europe
swelled northern cities, thus intertwining Jewishness and
Yankeedom. Nevertheless the South still produced promi
nent jews, such as Louis Brandeis, Barney Baruch, Adolph
Ochs, Lillian Hellman, Lewis Strauss, Ludwig Lewisohn,
Karl Shapiro and Robert Strauss. The jewish merchant
pri nces were as much in evidence in Southern cities as
they were in the metropolises of the North. Though the
South remained poor for generations after Reconstruction,
shoppers who could scrape up some spare cash went to
PACE l-INSTAURATION-JANUARY 2000

Thalhimer's in Richmond, Goldsmith's in Memphis, Nei
man-Marcus in Dallas, Sakowitz in Houston, Godchaux's
in New Orleans, Cohen Brothers in Jacksonville, Levy's in
Savannah and Rich's in Atlanta.
As recently as 20 years ago, there were approximately
500,000 Jews living in Southern states (this includes enor
mous numbers of Florida jews, who are transplants from
the north). The South, if it were a separate nation, would
have a Jewish population larger than that of all but five na
tions in the world. The Jew of the New South, like his
Gentile peers, has very little in common with his forebears
in the Old South. Unlike the Gentile, however, the New
South Jew might be shocked to find that he had forebears
in the Old South.
JUDSON HAMMOND
FOOTNOTES
1. A History of the jews in America by Howard M. Sachar,
Alfred A. Knopf (New York, 1992), p. 72.
2. One of the members of the Jew Company! one Jacob Co
hen, moved to Kentucky, where he hired Daniel Boone as a sur
veyor. Boone also worked for the Transylvania Company, which
was largely owned by the Jewish Hart brothers. While in the em
ploy of the firm, Boone employed one Samuel Sanders, a British
Jew who had been deported from london, as an assistant. The
young Sanders became a surrogate son to Boone! who had lost
his own son during an Indian attack.
3. Congregation Beth Elohim followed in Charleston in 1749
and Congregation Beth Shalome was founded in Richmond in
1789. The congregations in these three cities constituted half of
all people who belonged to Colonial Jewish congregations.
4. Newport, a hotbed of Hebrew mercantilism, dwindled in
importance after America won its independence. A number of
the Chosen lit out for Savannah and Charleston! as well as New
Orleans.
5. After Jefferson'S death, Monticello, his hallowed home
stead, was purchased and restored by a wealthy merchant
named Uriah Phillips levy, a former Commodore in the U.S.
Navy.
6. "Intolerance" was also much in evidence in northern
states. Massachusetts, perhaps the most liberal state in contem
porary America, did not abolish its religiOUS test until 1833. New
Hampshire held out until 1876.
7. One of Jacob de Cordova's descendants is Freddy de Cor
doba, a familiar name to a generation of late-night TV viewers,
since he was the long-time director of The Tonight Show while
Johnny Carson was host.
8. Abolitionist senator Ben Wade of Ohio referred to Benja
min as "an Israelite with Egyptian principles."
9. Jewish civil rights workers in Alabama in the 1960s might
have been shocked to find out that Montgomery was founded by
one Abraham Mordecai, who also built the town's first cotton
gin. Alabama's oldest congregation was founded in Mobile in
1844. Montgomery followed suit in 1852.
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What Killed South Africa?
Kaffir was the general term reserved
for all the barbarous Bantu tribes which
came down from the north and collided
with the Dutch and British settlers of the
land now called South Africa. In the mid
dle 19th Century, the British Governor of
the Cape Colony, Sir Harry Smith, a dash
ing though somewhat self-absorbed fel
low, put an end to the long series of Kaffir
wars in a way that should be of interest to
present-day whites. Calling together the
chiefs of all the assorted tribes, Governor
Smith compelled each to take a long oath
which bound the natives to obey the laws
of the High Commissioner, to stop the
practice of witchcraft, to prevent robbery,
rape, murder and wife buying, to ac
knowledge no chief but the Queen, 'to
mi nd the missionaries, and once a year to
bring a fat ox to King Williamstown.
Because these clauses were subver
sive of the Kaffir way of life, Governor
Smith anticipated that the tribal chiefs
would be little inclined to keep their
oath. Accordingly he arranged for a mo
ment of melodrama the aim of which was
to achieve at least temporary obedience.
Standing before the assembled gathering
of Bantus, Sir Harry exclaimed, "Look at
that waggen," pOinting to a lonely vehicle
standing in the blazing African sun. "Hear
me give the word FIREI" With that, a
huge explosion rent the air, flinging thou
sands of wooden and iron wagon pieces
skyward. "That is what I will do to you if
you do not behave yourselves/ he
warned. He then picked up a sheet of
paper. "Do you see this?, If he shouted,
shredding the paper and throwing its frag
ments to the wind. "If you break this oath,
there go the treaties! No more treaties!

Do you hear? No more!'"
As history records, South Africa's de
mise had nothing to do with any Kaffir
majority'S refusal to honor white minority
rule, but only a tragic loss of white re
solve to face down the lunatic demands
of outside liberals for racial integration.
One might reasonably ask what indeed
broke the racial spirit of that otherwise
brave and confident people? Historically,
South Africa's whites were an amalgam of
two distinct Northern European peo
ples-Boer farmers and the later-arriving
British colonial merchants and industrial
ists who looked upon their existence
away from mother England as only tem
porary.

Nothing, however, marked the differ
ence between the two groups as sharply
as did their views towards the Bantu na
tives. Boers felt them utterly unassimila
ble and racially unworthy. Brits viewed
them both as a valuable source of labor

with which to exploit South Africa's min
erai wealth and also as a branch of God's
children to be educated and, if possible,
even civilized.
British toleration of the natives was
matched by a curious loathing of the
Boers whose simple democratic culture,
not unlike that in colonial New England,
was viewed as little better than that of the
blacks-an attitude that gave rise to Boer
outrage and eventual brutal fratricidal
conflict. This cemented a spirit between
the two groups of seething intraracial en
mity that eventually provided the wedge
used by later race-liberals to destroy
white rule altogether. At the base of this
tension was the Brits' Anglo elitism which
had its origins in the mother country's
amazing success in knitting together a
world colonial empire that fed a burgeon
ing domestic economy with raw materials
that were transformed into the world's fin
est industrial products. Wherever British
gentlemen of that Victorian era gathered,
the unspoken feeling was always one of
enormous racial self-satisfaction.
The day of South Africa is done.
White liberals have succeeded in transfer
ring the keys to the castle to the primi
tives of the bush. All that's left is for the
passage of time to bring about the utter
destruction of that once great society. For
the beleaguered whites of North America,
the last chapter is not yet written. Mean
while our enemies are everywhere, our
friends are few, and our struggle is weak
ening. Is there a lesson for us whites il.1
the danger posed by this tale of ethnic
conceit? Time will tell.
IVAN HILD
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David Duke Visits General Makashov
avid Duke, former Louisiana State Representative
and author of his newly published autobiography,
My Awakening, recently met in Moscow with
General Albert Makashov, member of the Duma and out
spoken critic of Russia's political leadership. While both
men are highly critical of what they consider to be exces
sive Jewish control in their respective countries, Duke is
generally castigated by the establishment in the States,
while General Makashov's similar ideological stance is
quite popular in Russia. What follows are edited extracts
from the interview as reported in Zavtra (Oct. 12).

D

David Duke: General Makashov, I have been observi ng
with awe how you almost single-handedly challenge the
forces of the international financial oligarchs today. In my
opinion the defense of the Duma in 1993 was not just a
private Russian affair. The people at that time were de
fendrrtg traditional values. They were fighting against the
forces representing the anti-human New World Order. Pa
triots in the U.S. understand this perfectly and proclaim
the slogan, "No to the establishment of the New World
Order."
Albert Makashov: I am really surprised at that. In the eyes
of Russian patriots America very much associates itself
with the forces of the international financial mafia. I am
happy to hear that there are political activists and thinkers
in the U.S. who understand the danger that these world ol
igarchs pose for mankind.
DO: The Russian people do not just consist of Yeltsins and
Primakovs, people who are trying to drag the country into
a system of colonial subservience to the New World Or
der, anymore than the American people consists solely of
Clintons and Bushes. The paradox is that the top people
who are now in power in the U.S. are not just the enemy
of the Russian and other European peoples, but of the
American people as well. Even though the American
economy at the present time is developing quite success
fully, the crisis in the U.S. is deeper in many spheres than
it is in Russia. The fact is that the financial and political
leadership in my country is inexorably reducing the Euro
pean majority in the States to zero, replacing it with immi
grants from the Third World. Only a few decades ago im
migrants from Europe comprised 90 % of the U.S.
population. Now this number has been reduced to 75%.
By the year 2010 the European majority will become a mi
nority. I believe that an analogous process is underway in
Russia. Perhaps it is still not as noticeable in Russia, but a
similar trend is happening in your country. As part of their
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general strategy...the financial and political leadership is
systematically rooting out traditional values in order to
create "a beautiful New World Order" in which real free
dom of choice is first narrowed to a minimum, and then
disappears, giving way to a rigid hierarchical dictatorial
system of an ultra small group of international financial
and information oligarchs.
AM: I understand what you are saying....Here in Russia
the government and the mass media are sowing ideas that
are homicidal for the people. The ideals of family and the
concepts of good and evi I have been distorted. What is
most terrible is that the Russian people remain passive
spectators-TV viewers-as this is going on. It appears to
me that the very same thing is happening in the U.S. The
American people have become just as alienated from vital
realities.
DO: I agree. However if we look at the fundamental prin
ciples upon which the consciousness of the millions of
people in my country and yours are based, we will again
see the rule of normal traditional European values. We
would see this despite the filth spewed out at our peoples
by the mass media. In the two election campaigns that I
conducted in Louisiana, 60-70% of the voters supported
my pol itical views despite the fact that all the newspapers
and television tried to cover me with dirt, saying I was an
anti-Semite, a racist and the all the rest. The fact is that the
average American and the average Russian are quite simi
lar. It is possible that the situation is a mirror image in
both our countries. People sense a danger, but have no
idea how serious it is. For that reason they are not yet
ready to make the sacrifices necessary to free themselves.
We two politicians, you in Russia and I in America, must
continue our work and try to overcome all obstacles. In
the end the majority will begin to support us. Let us hope
that the people wake up before everything is lost and that
the present destruction of civilization will again reverse
course. The people will wake up when they realize that
the pistol is pointed at their heads and the trigger is just
about to be pulled. Russia and America are alike. We
have many common problems: the low birthrate, the high
mortality level. We are the nationalities that comprise the
majority, but our governments treat representatives of the
minorities too gently. At times, the sympathy shown them
borders on insanity....
What also brings us together is that the common enemy
of both the American and Russian peoples is nested in the
financial and information groups that have taken control
of the means of mass information and that have seized al

most all the positions of power. Control of the mass me
dia...makes it possible to manipulate the historical process.
The mass media, which are now dominant-television,
Hollywood-are waging total war, an enormous attack on
traditional European civilization. Perversion, sexual de
pravity, single-sex marriages are all being promoted,
wrapped in a package of everything goes and reinforced
by a morality without bounds ....
AM: All the organs of information in Russia are in the
hands of Zionists. All banking capital is likewise in their
hands. Yeltsin's administration and the Russian govern
ment are almost totally composed of Zionists. I know that
America has the same problem. In my opinion the Zionists
must be removed from the organs of power and propagan
da. Possibly a law could be passed requiring proportional
national representation both in the government and in tel
evision. How could this be done? First, through the en
lightenment of the people ....Second, through a fight in
the parliament with all legal means. This would be the
first stage of our Iiberation. The second stage, most prob
ably, would be attained through the use of force. Zionists
are not likely to surrender their power so easily.

DO: We need a revolution. Many patriots in America be
lieve that nothing can be accomplished through legal
means alone. All revolutions must be based on force.
They must have three necessary components: First, the po
litical component; second, the ideological; finally, the use
of force. That is why our participation in parliaments is as
important as our efforts in the matter of educating the peo
ple. . .. 1n my book, My Awakening, I have raised the
question of the totalitarian control of the Zionist system in
the mass media and the banks. I use the facts, even in
cluding Israeli sources. For exampte, I picked up one of
the major Israeli newspapers and read: "The U.S. no long
er has a government run by goyim." ....
AM: The problem is that a new ki nd of society and state is
being created under our very eyes. I am referring to a
world state with a super rigid structure. The Zionists are
aiming for a world dictatorship that does not permit indi
vidual freedom. In place of a Christian culture, which
gave us the greatest achievements in science, technology,
and art, they offer a gloomy civilization resembling the an
tediluvian Eastern tyrannies, whose main underlying prin
ciple was a spiritual dictatorship and a slave-like subservi
ence of the millions to a ruling minority equipped with
modern technology and electronics. Parapsychological
and bioengineering technologies now make it possible to
totally control the masses. They are already capable of
changing an entire people into a flock of sheep. We see
fragments of the Tower of Babel even now. Just imagine
how some of the scientific discoveries that are just now
appearing will affect society. Apparently Orwell did not
write his book about the U.S.S.R., but about the Zionist
world state. This borderless global financial information

state will by the year 2100 find a prescription for immor
tality, then for a biogenic man. There will be a caste of
rulers, a caste of soldiers, and a caste of farm laborers.
Such a society will have no use for national cultures and
national state borders. It is precisely for that reason that
the Zionists are tearing down national borders, resulting in
the disintegration of the major states, like what happened
to the Soviet Union. That is why they are reducing peo
ples to the level of primitive societies. It is not even feu
dalism, but slavery, similar to what is happening in
Chechnya where human beings are openly traded.
We are witnesses to how a few Zionists are planning a
technetronic fascism for all of us which, incidentally, has
been described in the Bible. In Hollywood films we see
the image of a "beautiful world." A mixture of man and
animals, then a cyborg-a computer semi-human semi
machine that has no need for a homeland or love. And the
same people are responsible for this whole Bacchanalia,
including the elimination of "unnecessary" populations
and separate rebellions. These people are the true fascists.
It would be more correct to call them "Judeofascists." This
is the way I envision the future world if the Zionization
process of national states is not stopped, if we do not in
troduce norms of morality in the limitless development of
science and technology.
Russia is now at the crossroads. The choice is either to
abandon everything that has in the past comprised the
spirit of Russia, abandon all scientific and social develop
ment, and become once again a colonially dependent
country broken down into feudal Zulus and then to be
converted into speechless creatures and slaves, or without
losing another minute begin to fight back with all availa
ble means and join our efforts with like-minded people in
every country, to alert mankind to the impendiog loss of
its future.

DO: General, I agree 100% with the futuristic picture you
have sketched. This "future world structure" is well under
way in my country. It is being set up by people whose in
terests are far removed from those of the broad masses of
American people. In addition, being an anti-Communist, I
hold the opinion that a similar experiment was begun with
the Russian people as early as 1917.
AM: For the White Russian Army patriots the February and
October revolutions were indeed just such an experiment.
The destruction of the churches and the eradication of tra
ditions-ali of that occurred. However, the Russian peo
ple and the national elements in the party were able to
change this Trotskyite-Zionist program. The Trotskyites
wanted to build their temple here, but a patriotic leader,
who put Russian interests over schemes for a "hidden
worl d" preve nted th is. I n the period from 1927 to 1937
Stalin effected a patriotic revolution and wrecked his ene
mies' plans for the destruction of Russia. The great Russian
people knew, as they did duri ng the years of the Mongol
Yoke, how to overcome the enemy, and a new patriotic
INSTAURATION-JANUARY 2000-PAGE 9

elite appeared producing such men as Zhukov, Kurchatov,
Korolev, Sholokhov and many others. Inspired with a na
tional credo, the Russian people together with all other
peoples and nationalities moved toward a harmonious so
ciety. This movement was interrupted, however, by the
,Gorbachev-Yeltsin conspiracy. A pseudoelite rushed to
take possession of all the wealth accumulated by the state
during the Soviet years. In the last 10 years the builders of
the New World Order have succeeded in everything here,
although most of our people understand what is happen
ing quite clearly. The forces of Zionism want to build their
Eastern tyrannical society here. They want to divide the
people into upper-class "haves" and lower-class "have
nots." They want to herd entire nations like swine and
convert them into semi-animals. Your Hollywood and our
NTV (Independent Television Company) were created to
help achieve these aims. We can prevent this with our
passion, our patriotism and our cultural institutions.
We can also prevent this happening with a nationally
oriented political force. The recent meeting of the editor
of Zavtra, Prokhanov and the leader of the Communist
Party of the Russian Federation, Zyuganov, is very impor
tant. Several times in one interview the Communist leader
Zyuganov repeated the words: "The Russian idea, the Rus
sian people, the Russian conscience." I truly hope these

are not just idle words. We want to believe that the great
Red Ship is changing course in the direction of a national
liberation. That is the direction taken by the Movement in
Support of the Army that I head together with deputy 11
yukhin. We have gathered Russian nationalists and patri
ots arou nd us.
Now is the moment in Russia that everyone wants to
look like a patriot and a statesman. But one must be
judged by one's actions. Only a true patriot can call things
by their right names-publicly, not behind closed doors.
Only bold actions will free Russia and the world from the
information-financial tyranny.
DD: Scattered throughout the world are patriotic anti
Zionist groups capable of interacting with each other. We
could become contact points for the various segments of
the patriotic movements of Europe, America and Russia.
This would provide the basis for the creation of an i nter
national movement of patriotic traditional ists. To achieve
this, we must develop completely new ideological and po
litical plans and formulate a new political philosophy.
Only by doing this will we beat back those who wish to
destroy us.
200

Money Kosherization
The cast of characters and the plot of
the current scandal involving the launder
ing of billions of Russian dollars in the
Bank of New York should tell the Ameri
can people something about the reliabili
ty of their banking system and immigra
tion service. Arrested in the first instance
were Lucy Edwards and Peter Berlin. As
stated in the December Instauration, Lucy
was born in Leningrad as Lyudmila Pritz
ker. She married a 19-year-old American
sai lor named Edwards whom she met in a
Leningrad club.
After her divorce and her acquisition
of U.S. citizenship, she was arrested at
least twice for stealing thousands of dol
lars worth of clothing from various de
partment stores before she was hired by
the Bank of New York, which now claims
it had no information about her previous
arrests. Her career in the bank was mete
oric, rising to a key executive pOSition in
the Eastern European unit, where her
bosses were Vladimir Golitzine and Nata
sha Gurfinkel, the latter also an immi
grant from the U.S.S.R.
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Peter Berlin, who became Lucy's sec
say they are preparing to tighten their lax
ond husband of record, also immigrated
banking laws that have made the mini
to the States from the former U.S.S.R. It is
state one of the major money-laundering
centers in the world. Estimates of money
believed he came on a tourist visa, mar
ried Lucy and stayed on illegally. Doris
from Russian (jewish) criminals laundered
Meissner's immigration of
in Israel range up to $5 billion a
year. Semyon Mogilevich, a major
fice and janet Reno's FBI
leader of Russian organized crime,
seem to know little about
the couple's background.
told the N.Y. Times, "I now feel
Berlin, a jew, is said to
safe only in Russia and Israel,"
have graduated from the
where he has been a citizen since
Moscow Institute of Phys
1991." Some of the money laun
ics and Technology before
dered in Israel is brought in by
emigrating. Before setting
Soviet immigrants to Israel who
sold their dachas, apartments and
up a phony import-export
business in the States, Ber
cars for cash and smuggled the
money out. (Another indication of
lin was arrested for shopliftin? How muc~ moreOtosenite INS Commissioner~ow difficult life was for the ~ews
of thiS cultural enrichment
In the former U.S.S.R.) Kosherlzed
Russian money is considered by some
can America stand? In earlier waves of
immigration arrivals would be checked
to be one of the main engines driving Isfor evidence of moral turpitude. Are con
rael's economy.
Is there any difference whatsoever be
temporary jews exempt from such vetting?
tween jewish gangsters and Jewish bank
Israel is the central headquarters for
many of these illegal money laundering
sters?
or kosherizing operations. Israeli officials
200

Slowdown on the Housing Front
he racial minorities' peculiar and disturbing habit
of referring to the public welfare benefits which
they receive as "theirs" provides an interesting in
sight into the attitude which they evince toward that huge
packet of tax dollars that generally speaki ng comes out of
the pockets of us whites, only to be somehow transmogri
fied by the benevolence of political leftists into something
called "social surplus." This diaphanous windfall is then
transferred whole cloth to the racial minorities as some
thing "rightfully theirs." It is hardly uncommon to hear an
excessively fat black mammy whose economic life has
been built around nothing more substantial than bilking
whitey as she talks about "her" welfare check or "her"
food stamps or "her" subsidized apartment. My mother
once lived in a suburban big-city apartment complex that,
because its construction had been financed by federal
HUD dollars, was obliged to accept small percentages of
Section 8 (federally subsidized) families. I learned who
these welfare folks are, how they live and what they
thought about working stiffs like myself who pay the taxes
that provide for their multiple benefits.
On weekly visits to mom that covered a 20-year span,
the study of welfare families became an informal scientific
exercise. Because her apartment was located on the outer
edge of a largely black East Coast metropolis, the majority
of Section 8 residents turned out to be African American.
Only later did Lati nos, Asians and Middle Easterners move
in. Rarely were the newcomers white, so rarely that I
came to doubt the oft-repeated liberal cliche that whites
are the chief beneficiaries of public 'assistance. A small but
increasing proportion of tenants almost invariably in
volved an Afro-American man and "his" white woman, al
most never the other way around. A close scrutiny of the
white females who submitted to such liaisons indicated an
unusually large percentage of mental defectives.
By any reasonable view the minorities reflected an atti
tude of unrelieved cynicism and hostility toward their
privileged status. On a regular basis the Section 8ers
would pull the fire alarm merely to watch the white pay
ing guests scramble to the safety of the apartment lobby.
Regularly they would deface the building and disable its
elevators. Management's reaction grew increasingly timid
as federal support for the minorities became more strident.
By the 1980s, HUD was promulgating purposely vague
rules of apartment house administration in dealing with
minorities, forci ng management to err defensively and ex
pensively on their side.
Only by the expenditure of huge sums to install
closed-circuit TV cameras and hire additional private
guards did the managers of my mom's apartment identify

T

the miscreants who were pulling the fire alarm and wreck
ing whatever they could get their hands on. Eventually the
word went out that minorities had to be treated with the
utmost respect in regard to HUD rental rules to avoid
huge fines. The adjacent apartment complex found itself
slapped with a $250,000 fine for allegedly refusing to rent
to a tribe of lesbians.
Apartments designed for one or two occupants were
thrown open to five or six usually noisy and destructive
tenants. Arabs in particular became a huge bone of neigh
borhood contention consequent to their peculiar and of
fensive habits. Pungent and revolting odors wafted
throughout the apartment bui Idi ngs.
In this environment of expanding federal regulatory
support residential rental housing investment dollars be
gan to dry up, pushing rents into an upward spiral from
which they never recovered. Because of federal interfer
ence less rental hOUSing is available and at a higher cost
for both regular and subsidized renters than was the case
before H U D began its brutal antiwh ite onslaught.
It hardly takes a rocket scientist to understand how the
Majority's standard of living has been damaged by the fed
eral government's program of forced integration. Unfortu
nately for those who must have everything decided by
some federal agency, no statistics exist that calibrate so
cial welfare. Gross Domestic Product, a measure of the
level of production of goods and services, is no help in es
timating the personal well-being of the producer.,
Back in the giddy and innocent 1960s, leftist econo
mists in the employ of Lyndon Johnson advocated adop
tion of such a system of social welfare measurement. The
goal was to highlight the presumed difficulties being faced
by minorities in their dealings with us bad old whiteys.
Because the mighty mi nions who fought the War on Pov
erty must have had too much else on their minds, the
cause of social welfare accounting became a forgotten is
sue in a world which showed a dramatic decline in the so
cial welfare of whites consequent to their impacting by
race-mixing.
The same statistics would likely indicate that race
mixing is not a zero-sum-game in which the loss for
whites has not been matched in a quid pro quo improve
ment for nonwhites, if we are to take the embittered words
of minorityites themselves on the subject. Governmental
thumb-on-the-scale assistance to nonwhites has only led
to added minority frustration, particular as they see white~
continuing to refuse to mix with minorities in social func
tions.
I know precious few whites who consciously think fa
vorably on the subject of interracial marriage. Such a
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mindset may explain their eternal inability to feel good
rule private social relations to such a degree that further
about themselves. Psychologically destabilized, they now
racial integration initiatives are not seriously considered.
increasingly retreat from the promise of integration into a
It is too early to claim that the high-water mark of
segregated spirituality of "racial pride" where minority
race-mixing has been reached, but whites who remain
culture itself becomes enshri ned. Despite or perhaps be
skeptical about integration should face the new millenni
,cause of this, liberals who once promoted integration now
um with a sense of confident satisfaction that the enemy
speak quietly of the battle of integration as largely won.
now stands somewhat in disarray, if not in tactical retreat.
Reality points to the opposite. Most big-city public schools
Though endless more battles remain to be fought, the poli
remain functionally segregated while school busing to
tics of the new year may produce a number of victories.
achieve school integration is quietly being abandoned.
It is by no means a coincidence that Pat Buchanan has
Most college campuses continue to remain bastions of
emerged as a legitimate spokesman for European values.
whitedom as affirmative action to achieve racial balance
Nor should we expect to find the likes of Hillary Clinton
is phased out.
reSiding once again in the White House. True, a great
Four decades of federal racial bullying has not de
leader of the cause yet remai ns to emerge, but for those of
stroyed the whites' sense of their own racial dignity.
us who have had a negative view of the whole busi ness of
Though nonwhites are increasingly able to leverage their
racial engineering from the start, the prospects for the fu
expanding numbers into control over important segments
ture are not universally dismal.
of government social policy, white segregationist attitudes
IVAN HILD

More About Hanoi Jane'

I read that jane Fonda has been hon
can G.l.s to disobey orders.
the ceiling until he agreed to take part in
ored recently by the American Associa
"I'm speaking to U.S. servicemen," she
the photo ops. Michael Senger, a civilian
tion of University Women with the organ
said in one broadcast "I don't know what
was just one of the many who were se
your officers tell you, but your weapons
verely tortured. Later when the POWs
ization's Speaking Out for Justice Award.
are illegal and the men who are ordering
She was hailed as a "committed activist
came home and told what they had suf
you to use these weapons are war crimi
who champions the environment, human
fered in Hanoi's prison camps, Fonda
rights and the empowerment of women
nals...." As Fonda was spouting treason,
called them "hypocrites and liars." She
our soldiers were dying in the fields and
and girls."
denounced Joan Baez in 1979 when the
jungles of South Vietnam.
Listed on the MUW's two-page biog
latter asked Fonda to join her in con
demning the Communists' human rights
raphy of Fonda is her support of anti-gang
measures in California, her building of ru
violations.
ral villages in Tanzania, her student theat
There is no way jane's decision to aid
rical work in Georgia and her open-space
and comfort Uncle Ho whose troops
preservation in Montana, where husband
were busy killing her fellow Americans
Ted Turner has bought tens of thousands
could be construed as an adolescent
of acres. She is also over-praised for her
whim. It was an adult choice that history
"books, cookbooks and videos," her work
will view as contemptible. For the Ameri
on preventing teenage pregnancy, and the
can Association Of University Women to
children's camp she once ran. Her bio
honor this misbegotten creature is an out
graphy also mentions the Oscar she won
rageous affront to her country and to Viet
for her role in the unprepossing movie
nam war veterans in particular.
Klute.
In this time of far-left political correct
What was not mentioned in the award
ness it is considered rather churlish to
kudos is a picture that ran in the N.Y.
criticize Fonda today. It is regarded as a
Times (July 16, 1972), which shows her
sign that one is ideologically stunted, that
one refuses to forgive and forget. Never
vigorously clapping as a helmeted North
Vietnam soldier operates an antiaircraft
theless somebody should speak out and
gun used to shoot down American planes.
say jane Fonda committed a war crime.
Fonda had come to Hanoi to assist the
All nations, including those of the
Communists, to provide aid and comfort
West, execute traitors in time of war as a
to a vicious dictatorship at war with the
matter of principle. Hanoi jane should
Fonda in her role as O!osenite Lillian Hellman
U.S. Specifically her job was to demoral
have been publicly executed for what she
ize American POWs. In a series of broad
American POWs were tortured for re
did, preferably on the steps of the U.S.
casts for Radio Hanoi, Fonda denounced
fusing to meet with Fonda and pose for
Capitol.
"U.S. imperialism," praised the valor of
propaganda shots. David Hoffman was
the North Vietnamese and urged Ameri
hung by his broken arm from a hook in
323
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Jewish Supersensitivity
Rarely does anti-Semitic rage reach
the proportions that it did last summer
when an angry white racialist sprayed
bullets into a los Angeles Chosenite sum
mer camp. Shocked at both the act's au
dacity and the depth of anger it revealed,
Jews nationwide circled their wagons,
threw up concrete barriers in their park
ing lots and double-locked their doors in
anticipation of a homegrown Kristallnacht.
Aboard his Boston-based WBZ-AM ra
dio program, quirky Jewish-homo and
AIDS-infected David Brudnoy instantly
abandoned his libertarian rhetoric to call
on all right-thinking Christians to fight this
anticipated wave of mainstream intoler
ance. In the face of all this paranoia, the
casual New England radio listener might
have been forgiven for expecting the next
morning's Boston Globe to be chock-full
of noxious depictions of anti-Semitic out
rages committed by Beantown Brown
Shirts. Happily or otherwise, no reports
emerged of broken storefront windows or
humble Semitic couples being cowed by
the taunts of Boston street thugs.
Up in another quarter of bucolic New
England where I was vacationing a differ
ent form of social violence involving Jews
was unraveling. As the morning sun
broke over the lovely village of Manches
ter Center (VT) a bloated, unkempt and
ill-mannered family of Semites sat them
selves down to a huge breakfast in a de
lightful neighborhood eatery, their un
lovely slurping, gesticulating and shout
ing providing ample reason for unmistak
able signs of disapproval by prim and
proper locals. As I watched the events un
fold, I could not help but think of how
each of us, individually or as a group, is
responsible for his own social history, be
it merely the momentary glance of cross-

room rejection or a more agonizing rebut
talon the part of an entire up-in-arms na
tion. What made this particular event so
fascinating was the juxtaposition it pre
sented between the gorgeous regional
scenery of southern Vermont and the in
nate unloveliness of the cultural invaders.
Sure, southern Vermont has been going
Jewish for years, a victim of the same Se
mitic
to
the implications

"'Moses" Greenspan
of its boorish political excesses that once
made a hash of New York and caused the
Chosen to turn the summertime Catskills
into a Borscht Belt of grossness.
Now it's the turn of towns like Man
chester Center and Rutland, once hidden
away from the prying eyes and hands of
the perennial outsiders and their excess of
social liberalism. Because where the Jews
go, so goes not only their culture, but
their politics. Vermont's Public Radio has
become a carbon copy of what is heard
on Manhattan or Philadelphia airwaves,
bleats of concern more for the tragedies
of Africa and America's inner cities than
for the poverty of the loca Is. Vermont col
leges like Middlebury are glad to hand
out affirmative action scholarships to un
worthy ghettoites as they are to deny ad
mission to working-class whites.

If southern New England is slowly
turning Semitic, northern New England
remains racially pure, a land of picture
postcard landscapes and eye-catching sea
scapes unsullied by the insults of urban
America. Boston, by contrast, though the
financial capital of New England, is pretty
much a racial lost cause, home to what
might be labeled The Kennedy Colossus,
a cultural phenomenon of ambiguous di
mension that gathers under its wing the
worst of America's East Coast liberalism.
Why Irish-Catholic New Englanders
continue to kid themselves that a vote for
a Kennedy is a vote for Patty and Mike
back in the old neighborhood is some
thing unfathomable to this observer. The
Jews control The Kennedy Colossus as
they do nearly everything else in Bean
town. However, they well know that such
control is a two-edged sword. Most Jews
fear that an economic downturn could
turn the nation against them and ignite a
spate of anti-Semitic outrage, particularly
among the nation's commoners. For that
reason, Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan, the man most credited with
engineering the decade-long run of good
economic times, has become something
of an economic Moses to the Jews.
Should Greenspan or his successor
ever stumble in the monetary guessing
game (by tradition a Jew gets the Fed
chairmanship), Jewish paranoia will pump
it up to something far less appealing than
either a Catski lis or a Vermont summer
camp. Of itself, such doubt about the in
nate goodwill of the nation's racial major
ity could spark a backlash with or without
an economic downturn. For when you call
a man an anti-Semite long enough, he
may eventually stop denying it.
I.H.

Northward Ho!
On the first anniversary of my hegira
from Texas to Idaho, I can say I don't re
gret the move, but it was not a bed of roses.
Generally the whites here are as brain
dead as they are in Texas. As is usually
the case in white enclaves, the denizens
don't know how good they have it as they
rarely travel to faraway places graced
with "minority enrichment and diversity."
I do miss "Southern hospitality," how
ever, and "Texas friendliness." The locals
have a touch of xenophobia about ingath-

ering "furiners." Part of it derives from
envy because the wages paid whites in
Idaho are comparatively low. What little
"higher education" there is has been
commandeered as elsewhere by political
ly correct teachers and professors.
The Jewish media keep reporting on
the organized racialist and militia move
ments, but as far as I can tell there was
more of that in Texas. The only well
organized "movement" I can see is that of
the culture-mulchers and human rights

promoters. Most of the so-called racial
"activists" are merely selling books.
On the plus side Idaho is still almost
half rural and the people are more self
reliant and survivalist-oriented than those
in white-collar urbanized, industrialized
Texas. In the unlikely event of Y2K desta.
bilization, I doubt there will be any riots
here. Nor are there one million or more
off-the-radar, undocumented Mexicans as
there are in Texas.
834
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The Social Revolution of the 1960s
late in the Eisenhower Administra
tion, Chief Justice Earl Warren and his ac
tivist court decreed the racial integration
of public schools. Against the will of the
vast majority of the American people, but
with the acquiescence of the Executive
Branch and Congress, the Judiciary as
sumed the powers of the legislative
Branch, scrapped the Constitution and
rushed to enact laws establishing a new
racially blind equalitarian utopia.
To accommodate academically un
qualified blacks, testing and academic
standards had to be lowered. Just as it is
easier to go downhill than up, the schools
began their descent into anarchic indoc
trination centers for politically correct
thinking. Instead of creating a level play
ing field where blacks would be raised to
the level of whites, whites began to sink
to the academic level of blacks. White
youths, whose parents were unable to af
ford private schools, were soon adopting
black speech patterns and behavior.
To maintain even a semblance of dis
cipline in the public schools, the authori
ties have had to resort to drugging hun
dreds of thousands of school children,
mostly boys, with something called Riti
lin.
Whites who objected to this clearly
destructive policy were quickly marginal
ized by being labeled bigots, racists, Na
zis, supremacists or whatever by the liber
al dominated press. So pleased were
these liberal pols and media moguls with

their success that they decided to broad
en their electorate and support by advo
cating integration in all aspects of Ameri
can life, including the private sphere.
The liberals managed through decep
tion and cleverness to pass a succession
of laws intended to change the racial
composition of America. Immigration
laws and restrictions, which had served
for 200 years to keep America essentially
a Christian European country, were
scrapped in the 1960s by a bill that fa
vored Hispanics, mestizos, Africans,
Asians and Jews, and discriminated
against Europeans. In addition the federal
government passed a series of laws en
couraging the hiring and promotion of
minorities and new immigrants. Universi
ty admission policies were changed to
permit the entrance of unqualified stu
dents.
The institutions directly under federal
control were the first to suffer. The Civil
Service Commission, with its highly de
veloped testing system for government
employment, was quick to be eliminated.
Much of the vetting for security purposes
was also abandoned. The very demand
ing program developed by Georgetown
University to prepare for the foreign ser
vice was deep-sixed. All such testing was
declared discriminatory by the federal
government.
The elimination of traditional Ameri
can standards, without any real replace
ment in terms of ethics or codes of con

duct, resulted in the breakdown of disci
pline everywhere.
The Armed Forces became guinea
pigs for the federal government's social
and socialist policies. Racial integration
came fi rst. The combined disastrous re
sults of an inept liberal administration,
characterized by a Defense Dept. run by
the likes of McNamara's whiz kids, and
an integrated soldiery guaranteed defeat
in Vietnam. While the majority of G.l.s
fought well, despite incompetent civilian
war management, the fragging of white
officers and the widespread use of drugs
were frighteningly new impediments to
maintaining a high-powered war ma
chine.
The current administration has gone
even further in undermining military ef
fectiveness. Reflecting the Clinton govern
ment's own composition, the military has
been ordered to incorporate women, sex
ual perverts and the mentally challenged.
The number of whites of European extrac
tion in command positions is diminishing
rapidly. Reenlistments in all ranks are
also seriously declining.
Absent a common and respected per
sonal code of behavior, it is hard to see
how any politician on the horizon can al
ter or even retard, America's further de
cline into a veritable police state in which
federal, municipal, private and most like
ly international, police will govern our
people's every action.
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Intolerable Cacophony
like rap, soul and jazz, rock makes
me truly nauseous. In this current age,
however, we're subjected to this obscene
eardrum-splitting noise, like it or not.
Wherever we go in public, it's there and
it will not go away_
Finding myself in a mall not long ago,
I was overtaken by a group of Mexican
teenagers roaming the aisles and toting
the inevitable IIbarrio blasters/' The air
was being polluted by what is, arguably,
San Antonio's most revolting radio sta
tion, KISS. I simply could not believe the
raw, audio sewage booming from the
"'blaster.* In between IIhits,* two Nean-
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derthals acting as DJs, one male and one
female, were discussing a variety of "top
ics/ the vulgarity of which was beyond
imagination. One subject that brought
forth gales of guffaws from this disgusting
duo was flatulence in the workplace. An
other was the open advocacy of adultery
for wives. (The female OJ's exact words
were, "Same 01' weenie every day gets
old, eh girls?*) A third snatch of dialogue
had to do with the female breast as a sex
object. (She: "Get those mams out there
and bounce 'em, babes.*) A fourth topic
was pet excrement. (He: II Hey, nothin'
like a pile of [it] to welcome ya home af

ter a long day at work, huh folks?")
Since I had to wait in line for 10 min
utes to make a purchase, there was no
way I could avoid this muck. It was a
learning experience because I had no
idea this kind of music ever hit the ether.
I had thought the FCC had regulations to
govern it. But it seems that since such
Jewish cesspool prowlers as Howard
Stern have turned scatology into an art
form, radio has taken its place alongside
TV and movies as just one more sicken
ing example of Jewish and black accultu
ration.
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Ancestral Gene Follow-Up
On page 6 of Instauration's October issue, Dr. Brander
C. Kitchin writes, "African blacks and white Homo sapiens
do not have the same origin. In fact, they are different spe
cies that, tragically, are able to interbreed." My own doc
torate is not in medicine, but I have studied taxonomy and
genetics extensively. With all due respect to Dr. Kitchin,
the definition everyone accepts of species does not allow
two interbreeding groups to be called different species. In
sexually reproducing creatures, a species is a group of life
forms, all of whose normal adult members are able to
mate with any other normal adult member of the opposite
sex and thereby produce viable offspring. None of these
normal adult members can produce viable offspring with
any life form outside the group. If two groups can inter
breed, they are of the same species, though they may be of
different races. Ability to interbreed demands a common
origin, even if remote. If two groups cannot interbreed,
then they are by definition separate species. They may be
closely related species, such as donkeys and horses. The
offspring of such matings are sterile, thereby preventing in
terbreeding, but proving a common origin at some point in
the past. The natures of the genomes of groups do not per
mit reunion once the groups have diverged genetically be
yond a certain degree. This is the heart of Darwin's theory
and the explanation of how races form.
Divergence of two or more segregated groups of a spe
cies results as viable mutations occur within individual
creatures. They are propagated in their offspring and be
come homogenized throughout each group but do not
spread beyond a group's boundaries because of the bar
riers that separate the groups. As conservation within each
group of these individual mutations, assisted by mutual
isolation, builds a stock of genes unique to each group,
the genome of each gradually becomes incompatible with
the genome of any other. Finally, intergroup incompatibili
ty results when insufficient numbers of viable offspring are
born that could permit merger of the two groups. At this
stage, the old species has completed the cycle of species
radiation and at least two new species have resulted.
There is a dangerous fallacy called genetic conver
gence in which two separate species coincidentally and
miraculously evolve the ability to interbreed. Why this
cannot happen is simply th'at, given the enormous number
of possible combinations of nucleotides that make up the
genes of even the simplest life forms, and the requirement
that there be correspondence if not near perfect congru
ence among the genes of two prospective parents, genetic
convergence is among the most statistically unlikely of
events that can occur. This is like sprinkling a paper with
ink and finding that the pattern exactly duplicates the
score of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony. Edgar Rice Bur-

roughs, in writing of the courtship of Deja Thoris of Mars
and John Carter of Earth, which courtship produced a
large egg of some sort, leaned on that fallacy. It makes a
great story, which liberals use liberally to confuse the issue
of race.
I know that this is damned technical, But we cannot
propagate anything so profoundly interesting as Dr. Kitch
in's article, if it leads us into dangerous misconceptions.
Let me offer an alternative hypothesis that does not rely on
genetic convergence yet passes the Occam's Razor test
even more easily than Dr. Kitchin's hypothesis.
Drs. Carleton Coon, Louis Leakey and others suspected
that the Olduvai Gorge, a probable aulacogenic rift in east
Africa, was the area in which some of man's progenitors
appeared. Groups of these creatures, still of the same spe
cies, began the species radiation cycle. Some stayed in Af
rica, others radiated into Asia and Europe. Once these
groups became effectively separated, each individual's
mutations could evolve into traits that were preserved in
that individual's group alone and not shared beyond the
group because of contact inefficiency. Even today the
groups are genetically compatible enough to reunite, a
fact which the regimes of the West are strongly counting
on. It is practically certain that the mutation that led to the
anti-AIDS allele, CCRS-delta32, was originally a merely
random happenstance, as are all mutations. The anti-AIDS
allele evolved as a mutation in a single individual, prob
ably from the CCRS+delta32, the AIDS-neutral allele. We
can make this speculation because the anti-AIDS allele is
much rarer, and because it appears to convey no harmful
effects to explain its rarity. Certainly the AIDS-neutral
CCRS+delta32 allele has nothing in particular to com
mend it, unless coding for cells with docking sites has pos
itive value in situations unrelated to AIDS. Yet since it is in
the majority, I am urgi ng that it was the common form of
the gene before the anti-AIDS allele appeared.
Had the anti-AIDS allele been of negative survival val
ue in whatever environment it appeared, its bearers would
have died out in competition with their more viable breth
ren. Had the allele had immediate positive survival value,
it would probably have increased to the point that all
members of the group would ultimately at least carry it in
genotype and probably display it in phenotype. Perhaps it
had limited survival value in denying similar but less viru
lent viruses, the docking sites which Dr. Kitchen so capa
bly describes in his article. This explains why it has not
atrophied due to subsequent mutation at its site on chro
mosome #3. Or it could just be that chance ignored it un
til, 10 and behold, its advantage became manifest when it
displayed itself capable of denying the AIDS virus a dock
ing site. I doubt that we can determine its history, but as a
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general rule if a mutation is preserved it is almost invari
ably because it serves some survival purpose. Otherwise,
in the tumble of factors that cause mutations, time will
gradually corrupt it and it will disappear.
Many characteristics brought about by mutation have
no immediate value, one way or the other, and gradually
atrophy, unless the environment puts pressures on their
bearers that such traits wi II either resist or succumb to.
These traits then become significant assets or liabilities of
the genome of the group and achieves evolutionary signifi
cance. Genes do not miraculously mutate because they
suspect that their mutation will offer protection against
some sort of harm. Genes si mply mutate. The process is
random, caused by such factors as cosmic ray penetra
tions, chemical stimuli or mere errors in chromosome rep
lication. If a mutation conveys a useful trait, a very rare oc
currence, it is preserved and increased. If it is neutral, it is
neitber extinguished nor increased, but may atrophy by
subsequent mutation of the same gene or genes. If the
gene is beneficial but recessive, it may offer no advantage
until breeding pairs carrying it meet and reproduce. Like
wise, if the gene is harmful but recessive, it may convey
no detriment until two such alleles are joined, as in Hunt
er's, Hurler's or Sanfilippo's Syndromes, and its recessive
ness may be what has protected it from exti nction. Until it
exposes itself through the traits it codes for to the environ
ment in some way, for good or bad, a new a"ele of an old
gene is neutral and useless.
Some environments could increase the value of an al
lele that would be detrimental in other environments. Sick
le cell anemia is a well-known example. Where it has not
killed off its bearers, it is found to be of value against Plas
modium, the genus of parasite that causes malaria. Where
malaria is not a serious problem, sickle cell anemia has
killed off its bearers. Those living in areas with active Plas
modium infestation who have no sickle cell allele simply
suffer malaria's ravages as the rest of us would if we were
there.
I bear a great debt of gratitude to Dr. Kitchin for the in
formation his article conveys. It is better written than I
could have done with the same information. It conveys an
absolutely dynamite message regarding AIDS-resistant
people and the genetic research surrounding them. It cov
ers two areas, genetics and epidemiology, which I believe
to be of crucial importance to our people. If Occam's Ra
zor offers a simpler explanation for the phenomenon he
describes than genetic convergence, an established falla
cy, we should go with it. Moreover, the rarity of the CCRS
delta32 allele does emphatically not in itself argue that we
are miscegenated, though genetic drift might explain some
of our less Caucasian traits. I am simly saying that lacking
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CCR5-delta32 does not compel Dr. Kitchin's conclusion.
An analysis of evolution, genetics and race offers a simpler
explanation than his, one that avoids the convergence fal
lacy as well the acceptance of a heritage of miscegena
tion. We are not faced with mass extinction. Those graced
with CCR5-delta32 are no more than that part of our Nor
dic race whose #3 chromosomes protect against the
plague of the hour. Any breeding program we contemplate
should select not merely for AIDS resistance but for all
those characteristics that make us unique. AIDS is easy to
avoid without drastic measures, simply by being our care
ful and moral selves. If 95 % of humanity dies from it, we,
with or without CCR5-delta32, will emerge and rebuild
our Eden ina far better world. Who knows? Perhaps we
can even learn to splice CCRS-delta32 into our own less
fortunate offspring. We've done more difficult things.
DUTCH UNCLE

Let Us Redefine Species
Dr. Kitchin's article, "An Ancestral Gene May Save Us"
(lnstauration, Oct. 1999), provides compelling objective
support for what for centuries has been intuitively known.
That is that the three major races lumped together under
the classification Homo sapiens, are so unlike that there
must be some unfathomable chasm separating them. Phys
ically and psychologically different, behaviorally different,
perceptually different, emotionally and intellectually dif
ferent-that there are also differences at the cellular level
should come as no great surprise. Still, in light of these
and similar findings, it may be time to reconsider current
outmoded classifications and hold them to be what they
are-different species.
It may ultimately prove more illuminating to the study
of Hominid evolution if we step outside of politically in
spired classifications and their resultant dogmatic thinking
and scientifically reclassify the subraces of Homo sapiens.
Perhaps as different species altogether or conceivably as a
subcategory between species and genus, but certainly not
as the taxonomy of one single undifferentiated species. It
is absurdly inconsistent with observable facts. Indeed, as
our knowledge of cellular biology progresses we find at
least as many, if not more, genetic markers differentiating
between the Caucasoid, Mongoloid and Negroid as we do
between say Wolves, Coyotes and Dogs-"species" that
can also interbreed in artificially created environments.
If Dr. Kitchin's hypothesis regarding the long-term re
sult of the HIV/AIDS pandemic is correct, a remnant popu
lation of those persons possessing the CCR5-delta32 allele
will survive unless that genetic trait is first completely bred
out through total miscegenation. This is unlikely to occur
before the disease runs its i ncreasi ngly rapid course.
A population of only a few hundred thousand healthy
individuals built our civilization. It seems quite likely that
a few thousand uncontaminated survivors will in future do
at least as much.
Who was it who said, "You can't fool mother nature"? .
LAWRENCE

Incongruous Ally
The Jewish establishment came out al
most 100% for keeping the Brooklyn Mu
seum exhibit that degrades and defames
the Virgin Mary. The only important Jew
ish ally of Mayor Rudy Giuliani, who
wanted to close it down was-of all peo
ple-Abe Foxman of the ADL. Abe wrote
a letter to Cardinal O'Connor commiser
ating with him on the way the Catholic
religion was being portrayed. Ironically if
some Jewish hero or heroine like Moses
or Anne Frank had been given the shaft,
Abe would have closed the show down
instanter.

Racial Heterarchies
Writing in Archaeology (Nov'/Dec. 1999),
Roderick J. Mcintosh, professor of anthro
pology at Rice University, explains the
practice of ethnic heterarchy in the Beth
lehem steel works in Pennsylvania. He
gives the reasons why it proved to be so
successful there among first-generation
Americans. Heterarchy is the term used to
describe the partition of decisions
among many ethnic groups without the
undesirable effect of vertical control of
hierarchies. At Bethlehem Steel the exec
utive, research and upper engineering
ranks were predominantly Anglo-Saxon,
while the new immigrants filled special
ized shops which took on a distinctly eth
nic flavor. Hispanics ran the blast furnac
es; Slovaks the specialty mi lis. Ger
mans were the shop foremen. Hungarians
operated the coke works. Irish patrolled
the plant, and so on. The various ethnic
churches in Bethlehem functioned as hir
ing halls. According to Mcintosh, such
heterarchal arrangements produced a spe
cial dynamism responsible for some of
the most rapid and greatest technological
advances.
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Malingering Minorities
The act of self-maiming to avoid the rig
ors of military duty is called malingering.
At the analytical level, malingering amounts
to the substitution of a certain evil of less
er magnitude for an uncertain greater
evil. It's the equivalent of taking out an
insurance policy whose premium is self
mutilation and whose payoff is protection
from a catastrophic event. At the psycho
logical level, malingering is afloat in deep
rivers of psychic chaos, the source of
which only a trained psychiatrist could
assess.

In the world of race, malingering is pur
sued by minorities every day of the week
where the pathology of poor diet and
devil-may-care indifference to drugs, drink
and debauchery lead to incapacities in
thinking and calculating, the necessary
precondition for obtaining a ticket aboard
the public welfare gravy train. Whether
such behavior is conscious is beside the
point. It is pursued actively by a large
proportion of the minority community.
Paradoxically the traditional racialist view
of minorities, which chalks up their inca
pacities to inherent deficits of genetics,
tends to promote such behavior by ab
solving them of responsibility for their ac
tions and in the process legitimizing their
claim to public welfare.
tH.

Pushy Lady
Lena Allen-Shore, a Holocaust survivo
ress, has maintained over the years a live
ly correspondence with Pope John Paul II.
She can't say or write enough good things
about the Holy Father. A teacher of art
history, philosophy and Holocaust studies
at Gratz College in Philadelphia, Lena is
currently writing a bio of her favorite
Catholic. In his younger days the Pope
also studied art history and philosophy. In
1996 Ms. Shore got herself invited to a
45-minute private audience at the Vati
can. Oh that chutzpahl

Inside The Insider
While the movie, The Insider, is cinemat
ographically an excellent production
(photography, acting, background music,
dramatic effects), it is plain insidious. Es
sentially the film is a polemic against the
tobacco industry. All well and good, but
a closer view reveals that, while the ve
nality of the tobacco tycoons is obvious,
the real villain in the film is corporate
America. Disguised as a documentary, it
is really a dramatization with full poetic
license of a very topical subject. The me
dia, specifically 60 Minutes and the N.Y.
Times, are portrayed as the arbiters of
right and wrong. Corporations and big
money (tobacco money not whiskey
money) are wicked and wrong and the
people must be protected. In the film
when Lowell Bergman blurts out that he
studied under and admired Herbert Mar
cuse, we know where he and the movie
are coming from. Worth seeing as a first
rate flick, the film is an insidious distor
tion of reality. Viewers of docudramas,

like readers of Holocaust literature, must
learn to distinguish between the factual
and the fictional. The impresarios of Hol
lywood showbiz, like their kinsmen in
Shoahbiz, know full well that a fictional
ized dramatization of an important issue
is far more effective than a factual docu
mentary.
I.H.

Lock and Load
The more minorities are given, the more
they threaten to "explode.N Inner-city "ex
plosiveness N has become the hot-button
topic in the presidential campaign of left
leaning candidate Bill Bradley, who as
serts, if the Majority does not come across
with cradle-to-grave government-sponsored
medical care, the nation's minority neigh
borhoods "are sure to explode. N Explode
they did on the 1968 weekend following
the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr.
In that dust-up the streets of some of our
inner cities ran red with gore and the
skies were aflame. Washington "burned
baby burned N up and down the black
commercial avenue of 14th Street NW,
while places like New York and Philadel
phia remained relatively calm. The differ
ence lay in the attitude taken by the re
spective police forces. In the fortunate
cities that escaped the bulk of destruc
. tion, police followed a lock-and-Ioad
watchword and tested their truncheons
on the skulls of a number of miscreants.
In the nation's capital Lyndon Johnson or
dered the police and National Guard to
stand aside and give the looters their
head. Is there a lesson here for arrhythmic
hoopster Bill?
I.H.

Genderizing Subs
A confidential Navy study strongly rec
ommending against mixed-sex crews on
submarines is being disregarded in favor
of a report, prepared by the Defense Ad
visory Committee on Women in the Ser
vices, urging that females be incorporated
in the crews. The panel of DACOWITS,
appointed and supported by Baptist femi
nist politician Clinton, and Jewish femi
nist pols like Cohen and Richard Danzig,
Secretary of the Navy, consists of 27
women and two men (sexual orientations
of the latter not specified). Most senior
naval officers object to mixed-sex crews.
Aside from having to redesign the subma
rines at great cost to accommodate the la
dies, senior military authorities cite mo
rale, fraternization, pregnancy, favoritism,
wifely concerns and a host of other fac
tors as reasons for not welcoming women
aboard.
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No Chance for Pat
Precisely because of his virtues, solid ed
ucation, especially in history, practicing
Roman Catholic of a pre-Vatican" men
tality, critic of CFR, Bilderbergers, Trilater
alists and other One Worlders, precisely
because of his genuine honesty, articulate
disrespect for political correctness (he
dares criticize Israel and other political
sacred cows) and precisely because he is
an independent and outspoken thinker,
Patrick Buchanan is unelectable.

The cards are stacked against him

Pat is mistaken in his belief that Ameri- .
ca is a republic. It was one up through
Teddy Roosevelt's era, but by the end of
WWI the u.s. was a full partner in man
aging the British Empire. By the end of
WWII, with Britain bankrupt, America
ruled the Empire, now euphemistically
called the English-speaking world. Not by
accident were many of America's leading
politicians once Rhodes "scholars." Grad
uates of that program are not particularly
known for their scholarship but for their
political affiliation and their acceptance
of Rhodes's call for an Anglo-Saxon con 
trolled world.
The U.S. came to the defense of Eng
land in both world wars. Assuming Brit
ain's role in the Near East, the U.S.
viewed Kuwait as another English inven
tion that Britain could no longer defend.
So we had to step in. We rushed to pro
vide all logistical support to the British in
the Falklands War despite the Monroe
Doctrine. On a comical note: Virginia la
dies still curtsy when a member of the
Royal Family is in town . Successful Irish
American politicians take on the accent
and mannerisms of English barons (Buck
ley and Moynihan).
Our smugly entrenched Anglophile and
Jewish elites must surely see Buchanan as
an atavistic ogre leading a peasant army
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armed with pitchforks, just as the British
viewed the American colonists over 200
years ago.
It's a drab world out there, Pat. You
should be happy that you'll never be al
lowed to playa major role in it.

Anti-Italianism
At the insistence of the DiMaggio family
of baseball fame, the federal government
has been asked to release classified docu
ments on enemy aliens relocated and/or
interned in "detainment" camps during
WWII. It is estimated that 500,000 Eyeties
served in the armed forces in WWII,
while some 600,000 of their family mem
bers were put under wartime restrictions.
Joe DiMaggio's father, a San Francisco
fisherman, was forbidden to fish during
the war because of his Italian origins.
While Japanese Americans so treated
have already filed complaints and are get
ting restitution, Italian and German Amer
icans are still taking it on the chin.
200

How Does Your Place Rank?
The rage of pop culture these days is in
the accumulation of lists-lists that cover
who's in and who's out, lists that detail
the best-dressed among us, lists that iden
tify the top spots to live in. Seen any
where and everywhere, the top-location
indicators are couched in the scientific
jargon of statistical analysis. They prom
ise to reveal the few grand Valhallas of 10
cational wonder yet left in this darkening
American landscape. Based on such cate
gories as school quality, air purity, public
safety, cost of living, availability of recre
ational facilities, economic vitality and
growth potential, the lists always omit the
factor most sought after by whites who
grumble about their present homestead
a low proportion of racial minorities. Al
most invariably the winning cities in
these lists offer a nearly perfect (negative)
correlation with just that factor. Is this
merely pure coincidence?
I.H.

No Hate Crime?
Our version of the Daily Worker, the San
Antonio Express-News, went apes and ba
nanas over the Jasper (TX) dragging death
of a Negro by three whites. Editorial after
editorial screamed imprecations and in
sults at the "white racist killers." But in
October, when an illegal Hispanic alien
from Honduras murdered a white cop in

cold blood in nearby Boerne, not a mur
mur was heard from our "fair and impar
tial" daily. A few days later, in nearby
Pleasanton, a black killer ambushed five
white cops, killing three before commit
ting suicide. The Express-News broke its
editorial neck assuring us this was no
hate crime, just an unfortunate "coinci
dence" which had nothing whatever to
do with rac;ial hatred. The mind staggers
and reels with images of what "our"
paper would have spat had the killer
been an Anglo and his victims Hispanics
or blacks.
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Unwelcome Meddler
Jesse Jackson was back in his element.
Wherever there's a racial problem he
shows up in one or two days and turns
everything into a Jackson ego fest. It
didn't take him long to be arrested in
front of scores of cameras, handcuffed
and installed in a Decatur (lL) jail for a
few minutes.
Jackson informed the Decatur School
Board that its order of suspending six
black student thugs for two years was un
acceptable. Jesse got it to reduce this to
one year, but the Board wouldn't surren
der any further. It is interesting to note
that with all the back-and-forth agit-prop
no one pointed out that the six blacks
were not exactly ideal students. One of
them had pleaded guilty to a robbery, an
other to unlawful transgression. Altogeth
er the six have missed more than 300
hours of classroom attendance.
At last report Jackson and his rent-a
mob were trying to move the whole case
to the federal courts. This didn't work
when a federal judge said he wouldn't
touch the issue. Local authorities, howev
er, did get heavily involved when the stu 
dents were arrested and charged with fel
ony mob attack. So far Jackson's standard
routine racial blackmail act hasn't won
any Oscars.

Sobran Heats Up
In his voluminous writings Joe Sobran has
long been slouching towards anti
Semitism, to paraphrase a well-known
line of W.B. Yeats. A recent issue of So
bran's carried the article, liThe Church
and Jewish Ideology," in which he
slouched all the way. It is often only a
question of time until a Majority writer
with a deep understanding of the Jewish
mentality is no longer able to restrain
himself and "spills the beans," so to
speak. Inevitably he will be fired. Inevita
bly he will beg to get his position back by
promising to be a "good boy." Only in

the rarest case does the Majority writer
stick to his ideas, refuse to apologize and
keep on writing objectively and honestly
about jews, even though he loses practi
cally all opportunity to get his words dis
seminated. Readers interested in Joe's
anti-Semitic tour de force can order his
newsletter from Sobran's, P.O. Box 565,
Herndon, VA 22070 ($44.95 for a one
year sub).

Black Pol Wins
Although she was accused of using
$280,000 of her campaign funds to buy
personal luxuries, although Jesse Helms
told her she should "look for another line
of work," the ex-Democratic senator from
Illinois, Carol Moseley-Braun, was con
firmed as U.S. Ambassador to New Zea
land. No senator wants to have his resu
me marked with a refusal to support a
high and mighty Negro pol. Clinton's ap
pointment was in his usual malicious
vein. There's nothing he likes better than
to impose a black phiz on an overwhelm
ingly white country.

Rosenthal's Out
Abe Rosenthal, once executive editor of
the N.Y. Times, latterly a more humble
columnis~ has been fired. Some say it
was because he criticized Israel for work
ing with the Chinese military. At any rate,
Abe's off the payroll. Perhaps Arthur Sulz
berger Jr., currently the big boss of the
Times, is aiming at more and more social
respectability. His mother is a non-Jewish
Episcopalian. He himself was confirmed
in a Manhattan Episcopalian church. Un
fortunately it wi II take much more than
Arthur's ethnic wobbling to get the Times
off the Jewish track.

McCain, who spent five wretched years
in a flea-bitten hell hole in Hanoi.
McCain may have been a hero in the
war, but he was no hero on the home
front As a civilian he became a member
of the crooked "Keating Five."
Speaking of war avoidance, Jews repre
sented only 0.46% of war-related deaths
in Vietnam, yet they composed 2.5% of
the population at large. See Vietnam: The
Necessary War (Free Press). Author Mi
chael Lynn wrote what we all knew about
but were never able to see in print: "Apart
from Jews, few American students in the
60s were radicaL"

Parting Schott
They finally "got" Marge Schott, a voice
that cried long and hard in the wilderness
of baseball. For announcing that only
fruits wore earrings and that Hitler did
some good things in his early years as
German chancellor, the media signed off
totally on Marge and never stopped going
after her. Finally she was forced to sell
her majority interest in the Cincinnati
Reds. So now she's just another stock
holder without any power to get her way.
The Reds new boss is Carl Lindner, a cor
porate moneybags.

Phony Anthropologist Dies

Flawed Fighter

Montague Francis Ashley Montagu, the
absurd name that Israel Ehrenberg cooked
up for himself before he left England for
the U.S., died in Princeton at age 95.
Montagu preached that there was no such
thing as racial differences, though he ad
mitted there were differences between the
sexes as his major opus, The Natural Su
periority of Women, attests. There is no
one who has spread more disinformation
about anthropology than Montagu. Good
riddancel

The war records, or lack thereof, of two
leading presidential candidates, Bradley
and Bush, show that, as is common in
their profession, these two pols never
heard a gun go off in anger. They both
managed to avoid Vietnam by securing
jobs in the Army Reserves (Bradley) and
Bush (Air National Guard). Gore, through
the influence of his senatorial father, was
given an Army reporter's job that sent
him to Vietnam but kept him safely away
from the fighting. By means of additional
influence from Washington he was able
to get his two-year hitch reduced by three
months.
The only hero in the bunch was John

Some researchers claim that man-made
chemicals (endocrine disrupters) are caus
ing lower sperm counts, even birth de
fects. If their suspicions are correct and
environmental factors are indeed threat
ening human reproduction, the cause
may also lie in the social sphere, since
there is little evidence that lower sperm
counts have in any way affected birth
rates of Africans, Hispanics or Asians. But
in the white industrialized Wes~ popula
tion rates are dwindling. The acceptance
and use of birth control methods are par
tially responsible. More important may be

Defeminization

the radical change in malelfemale behav
ioral patterns. Many women, encouraged
by government programs and financial
necessity, have abandoned traditional fe
male roles and entered male professions
(soldiers, police, construction workers). In
the process they have had to adopt a cer
tain mindset and certain masculine traits,
thereby losing some of their feminine al
lure. In this exchange of roles in modern
industrialized society, the women have
become more man-like and the men
more feminized. Furthermore the modern
obsession with sex in all its clinical and
erotic aspects, while titillating many, has
in the final analysis also contributed to
the loss of natural femininity. Gone is
most of the mystery, intrigue, mystique
and natural beauty that have allured and
appealed to men through the ages. Today
too many women are content to be one
of the guys. No wonder the spermatozoa
are getting in shorter and shorter supply.
200

Jewesses Preferred
Jack Kelly, who writes a column for the
Toldeo Blade and Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
(both papers Jewish owned), went out of
his way in one recent scribbling to say
how much he loved his first wife, a Jew
ess, who died some years ago of cancer.
He now informs his readers that he is
about to marry his second wife, another
Jewess. Guess he'll never get around to
marrying one of his own-an Irish lass,
say.

Jewish Networking Okay
Anthony Stumiolo was representing pro
bono the family of one of the students
wounded in the Columbine High School
bloodbath. One day he was served notice
that his services were no longer required.
He wrote back warning his ex-clients that
they should stay away from Jewish law
yers. Somehow or other, as these things
usually do, the letter found its way into
some reporter's hands. Another racist
scandal was born. The family had hired
two new lawyers, one a 100% Jew, the
other, the demi-Jewish Geoffrey Fieger, a
longtime attorney for Jack (Dr. Death)
Kevorkian. Said Fieger, "1 try cases in
scores of states and no one has made per
sonal attacks against me. Of all the per
sonal attacks I've heard, nobody has ever
engaged in this type of blatant religious
bigotry." Poor Stumiolo is probably losing
a lot of business and clients simply be
cause, as a devoted Christian, he wanted
to keep his clients on the Christian
straight and narrow. Apparently only Jews
are allowed to network.
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Salvador Gutierrez, born in Nicaragua,
currently a resident in a Georgia jail, was
given 45 years for molesting an 11-year
old Hispanic girl. Salvador's present wife
is the daughter of his first wife.
II
New York cab driver Akhbar Bajwa
can't resist capturing his female fares. On
one occasion he picked up a woman in
Manhattan and, instead of delivering her
to her address, spirited her off to Queens
where he tried to attack her. Thanks to a
traffic jam, she was able to escape. Two
weeks later Akhbar parked his cab at
night on a Manhattan side street and tried
to tie up a woman with a scarf. In the
nick of time she managed to slide across
the back seat and jump out.

and Carmen Electra, a cheap showbiz
type. The shouting and scuffling grew so
loud they were arrested, handcuffed and
hauled off to the clink. A judge ordered
them to keep a minimum of 500 feet
away from each other.
II
Ronald Stern of Coral Gables (Fl),
known for being a trustworthy Jewish ac
countant, committed suicide when his
many financial scams failed to payoff.
His biggest victim was Vanilla Ice, a black
rapper whom he took for $1,432,743. He
robbed a Jewish Community Center of
$278,564. Some of Stern's marks are
suing his estate for $10 million. Chances
of recovery are slim.

II

Another Florida flimflam artist is Alber
to Gutman, a onetime Florida state sena
tor. He was so deeply involved in fraudu
lent financial schemes that he had no
choice but to plead guilty to one of the
charges against him. In the meantime he
resigned his senate seat.
II
On CNBC's Hardball program Genni
fer Flowers, Clinton's pre-presidential bit
of fluff, told Chris Matthews, "We've had
enough of these people-these criminals,
these liars, these murderers." Matthews
interjected, "murdererlt ? Flowers respond
ed, "Well, there is a Clinton death list."
Matthews followed up: "Do you believe
the President ordered the killing of any
one?" Flowers: "I believe that he did."
II
Stanley Red, a black in Renton (WA),
filled the bathtub in his girlfriend's apart
ment with eight inches of water, put her
14-month-old child in it, then went out to
buy beer. When he came back in an hour
or so the child had drowned. When the
girlfriend returned, she and Red cremated
the little body in her apartment fireplace.

Gilda Oliveros, the nation's first His
panic female mayor, presides over Hia
leah Gardens in south Florida. She is not
setting a good example. At present she is
under criminal investigation for serious
and extensive vote fraud.
II
Black momma Yolanda Harris is ex
pecting her third set of twins. She cried
when she heard the news because she
had been tryi ng to get off welfare. As.
might be surmised, Ms. Harris, 22, is un
married. The latest set of twins will have
a different father than the first two sets.
II
Louis Brooks, 40, was freed from pris
on after serving six years of a 15-year sen
tence for sexual assault. Four months after
his release he again raped the same 75
year-old woman he had previously violat
ed. The woman had apparently paid no
heed to a notice sent out by the Georgia
Dept. of Corrections warn ing her that
Brooks had been released.
II

The old rumor
was arrested for
1972 won't die.
President, called
lie."

that George W. Bush
cocaine possession in
Bush's father, the ex
the rumor "a vicious
II

In their temporary love nest in a Miami
hotel, O.J. Simpson's girlfriend du jour
made such a racket (while sniffing co
caine?) that O.J. called 911 and two po
licemen were sent to quiet things down.
Simpson was handed a brochure on do
mestic violence as reqUired by state law.
The cops then happily posed for pictures
with O.j. and before leaving managed to
get his autograph . . . .A similar dispute,
also occurring in the Miami area, erupted
between the unbalanced Dennis Rodman
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A substitute teacher in north Dade
County (Fl) elementary schools may have
exposed more than 300 students to his
active and infectious TB. No details were
given about the teacher, but the chances
are he or she is a minority member.
II
Hillary Rodham Clinton was seen in
Queens recently taking a walking tour
with Rabbi Gerald Skolnik. She is deter
mined to brush up on her knowledge of
Judaism.
II

Millionaire Abe Hirschfeld, onetime
owner of the N.Y. Post, allegedly gave
$75,000 as a down payment to a building

contractor to hire a hitman to kill Hirsch
feld's business partner. A jury was unable
to reach a verdict on Hirschfeld's guilt or
innocence. It was the second mistrial.
Prosecutors say they will probably try Abe
again.
II
It's hard to imagine but wild and wool
ly Harvard law professor, Alan Dersho
witz, often known as Dershowbizwitz,
gave $1,000 to Orrin Hatch's presidential
campaign. 0ther contributors to Hatch's
idiotic run for president include Edgar
Bronfman Sr. and Rupert Murdoch. Poli
tics makes strange bedfellows.
II

Ben Collier of Ft. Worth took a shot at
his drunken grandson, Tyrone, after the
latter cursed him for the messy condition
of the duplex he rented from grandpa.
Collier is 103 years old.
II
Rev. Theophilus Thompson and three
associates have been arrested and char
ged with burning down their all-black
church in 1996 to collect $270,000 in in
surance. Blacks burning down black
churches do not interest Morris Seligman
Dees, whose ears only prick up when
whites burn down black churches.
II
Mayor Wellington Webb of Denver
has an errant 37-year-old son, Allen. In
1995 the latter was arrested for assault,
possession of a controlled substance and
attempted sexual assault and robbery. In
October Webb fils was arrested for cheat
ing Adrian Nunez out of $500 and steal
ing his Gucci watch while he was show
ing Webb an apartment.
II

Wilt the Stilt Chamberlain, the basket
ball star, died in October at age 63 of a
heart attack. In his 1991 autobiography,
A View from Above, Wilt claimed he had
slept with 20,000 women. Might he have
lived longer if he had loved less?
II
Marla Maples, ex-wife of The Donald,
has been taking kabbala classes, along
with her fiance, Michael Mailer, son of
Jewish scribbler Nonnan Mailer. "I'm
tired of all this Jewish-come-Iately stuff,"
a Hollywood insider commented. "These
people arrive from the South and the Mid
west and know that 90% of the people
who would hire them are Jewish, so sud
denly, they all have rabbis."
II
Two black lawmakers in Albany (NY)
were horrified to find hate notes on the
doors of their offices. It turned out the
culprit was not a Nazi racist but a black
janitor. He wrote, "Kill all niggers be
cause they don't belong here. Yours truly,
KKK.1t

Jews are so wrapped up in the Six Mil
lion Myth that they can't stand to hear
that of the 11 million people who suppos
edly died in the Holocaust 5 million were
non-Jews. The Chosen have made frantic
efforts to deemphasize this figure. Shrink
age of Holocaust fatalities by playing up
non-Jewish victims is considered pure
heresy by Jewish fanatics.
I
A writing proficiency test given to
100,000 8th graders in 35 states pro
duced the highest scores in Connecticut,
Maine, Massachusetts and Texas. Lowest
scores in the Virgin Islands, Mississippi,
District of Columbia and Louisiana.
I
At last count TV networks had the fol
lOWing numbers of lead, supporting or re
occuring characters that were blatantly
queer: NBC 8; ABC 6; Fox 5; CBS 3; WB
1; Showtime 3. In all, the pervert contin
gent consisted of 20 homos, 5 lesbians
and 1 transgenderer.
I
Early returns from Time's Person of the
Century had Elvis in first place, the late Is
raeli prime minister, Yitshak Rabin, sec
ond, and, to the howls of international
Jewry, Hitler was third. Later candidates
for the "honor" included Billy Graham,
Mother Teresa, Reagan, Pope John Paul
II, Mikhail Gorbachev and in the contro
versial corner, Chairman Mao, Che Gue
vara, Uncle Ho and Lucky Luciano.
I
When asked how many Kosovars were
murdered by Serbs, Secretary of Defense
William Cohen put the number at
100,000. A high British official estimated
10,000. A UN bureaucrat said 48,000.
Despite 34,000 NATO (overwhelmingly
U.S.) air sorties, only 3 Serbian tanks
were destroyed. Serbia claimed that
NATO (again meaning the U.S.) had
killed 1,200 civilians.
I
Though the student body of the Univer
sity of Virginia is 68% white, 63% of
those expelled for honor violations were
black.
I
53.2 million kids (kindergarten through
12th grade) jampack U.S. schools. To
handle this burgeoning population half
adequately in California a new school has
to be built every 24 hours.
I
O.J. Simpson has looked at 10 proper
ties in south Florida, one priced as high
as $1.2 million. Any permanent move,
however, has to be postponed during liti

gation about the visiting rights of the par
ents of the murdered Nicole.
I
2.7 million alleged slave laborers want
$12.5 billion for their work in Germany
during WWII. So far the Germans have
only offered $3.3 billion and have insist
ed that only 900,000 are eligible to re
ceive any payment. Much of the black
mail is being handled not by Germans or
international Jewish organizations, but by
the Jewish Deputy Secretary of the U.S.
Treasury, Stuart Eizenstat.
#

A campaign called Jubilee 2000 wants
to forgive the Third World the $220 bil
lion debt it owes the First World. An old
Hebrew saw states that every 50 years
Jews should forgive all their debtors. It is
doubtful if the Jubilee worked then. It is
more doubtful that it would work today.
I
By the year 2025 the American Society
of Newspaper Editors wants to have
38.25% of U.S. newsrooms staffed by mi
norities.
I
29% of Georgia voters are black, as are
25% of South Carolina voters, 21% of
Maryland voters, 20% of North Carolina
voters. The disproportionate vote of blacks
helps explain why the Solid South, which
started to crack in the civil rights heydays,
is now beginning to resolidify, thanks to
population changes and the fact that Yel
low Dog Democrats are almost as yellow
as ever.
I
Giraffish hoopster Latrell Sprewell put
his John Hancock on a 5-year contract
worth $61.8 million. Compare this huge
booty with the skimpy earnings of the av
erage American schoolteacher.
I
Nothing seems to satisfy the King fami
ly when it comes to feeding from the pub
lic trough. The latest shakedown is a
black-sponsored bill in Congress that
calls for the purchase of some 80,000
pages of King papers by the Library of
Congress. Price: $20 million.
I
In Hopkinsville (KY) a grove of trees
and a monument are dedicated to the
paratroopers of the 101 st Airbome Divi
sion who died in the 1985 Gander, New
foundland, plane crash while returning
from one of those interminable peace
keeping missions in the Middle East. Of
the 248 names on the monumen~ 2 are
probably Jewish. Since their mission was
to help protect the Jewish homeland, one

would have naively expected to see doz
ens of kosher names inscribed.
I
Ira Einhorn, who killed a young Majori
ty woman and left her corpse to rot for 12
months in a trunk in his apartment closet,
was ordered by a Philadelphia jury to pay
$907 million to the family of the victim.
Chances are, not a cent will ever pass
hands, even if Einhorn is extradited to the
U.S. As of now he is still living it up in
France with his Swed.ish mistress.
#
Speaking of huge jury awards, an 8
member District of Columbia jury award
ed $98 million to a woman who was
killed while working as a government in
formant in a murder case.
I
According to the National Institutes of
Public Health 5.6 million Americans suf
fer from serious mental illness.
#
From 1993 to last fall, 82 children died
in school shootings; 99 children were
killed by air bags.
#
There are 79 million Internet users in
the U.S. and Canada, out of a total popu
lation of 303 million. Africa has 761 mil
lion people, of whom only 900,000 use
the ne~ 700,000 of them in South Africa.
Needless to say, most of the latter contin
gent are white.
#

Ethnic Chinese run 1 of every 5 Silicon
Valley companies.
I
In 1997 guns were the weapons of
choice of 17,566 suicides. In the same
year 13,522 were murdered by guns.
#

1 million more prisoners are in jail to
day than ten years ago. More than $100
billion a year is now being spent on
crime prevention.
I
44 people close to the Clinton regime
have been convicted of or pleaded guilty
to a crime. 14 have been sent to jail. 72
congressional witnesses took the Fifth. 17
flew the coop to avoid testifying.
I
Of all Europeans, Icelander women
bear the most illegitimate children (65%
of all births); Frenchmen drink the most
alcohol (14.1 million liters per year);
Greeks smoke the most cigarettes (8.3 per
day); Finns commit the most suicides
(26.3 per 100,000); Swedish males and
Swiss females live longest (76.7 years and
82.2 years, respectively).
I
Since 1971 the number of impover
ished immigrants in this country climbed
from 2.2 million to 7.7 million.
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Radio show magnate Howard Stern is shedding
his wife of 21 years, "amicably" he states. She will
not be suffering from lack of money. Stern made $20
million last year. Mrs. Stern will keep the family
manse in Long Island. Howard will move into his
new $5.9 million Manhattan pad. After he was fired
by NBC, Stern was snatched up by CBS, which is
now owned by Viacom, the boss of which is Sumner
Redstone (Rothstein).
. Bryant Gumbel, the affirmative action squawker,
has gone back to his old job running a morning
show, only this time on CBS instead of NBC. His
primetime venture flopped badly last year, but
since CBS has to get something for its money (he has
a $5 million annual contract), they've got to use him
somewhere. Per usual his co-host will be an attrac
tive Majority woman. The rest of the Early Show will
be I ittered with various blacks and browns. Despite
massive publicity, the first ratings of the show have
.been, for want of a better word, "disappointing."
Since CBS has always been the Demos' favorite

The answer to the question of cultural diversity is to
produce black shows for blacks and white shows for
whites. Paradoxically the same gang who wants to
force-feed multiculturalism to whites opposes it for
blacks. In TV or on Broadway whites should play
whites and blacks should play blacks. Cultural mish
mash doesn't work in real life. It fares even worse on
what passes for "art" and entertainment.
Not so long ago any TV show that even hinted at
a budding romance between a black male and a
white female was out of bounds. Today mixed-race
boob tubers pop into bed before they even kiss. PBS
put on An American Love Story that actually extolled
interracial marriage by glorifying a family consisting
of a black husband, a white wife and a bunch of hy
brid kids. It's getting to be a trend. If it continues,
marriages with interracial partners will receive large
tax breaks and old-fashioned same-race marriages
will have to pay some kind of ethnic penalty.

Is Gumbel flopping againl

The half-Jewish, half-Puerto Rican Geraldo Rivera
publicly announced he was separating from his mis
tress of seven years, who later became his wife of 12
years. Then after six weeks of soul searching, he took
it all back and the couple is shacked up again.

network, Clinton chose the Early Show for a long, ex
tensive informative interview. It was supposed to be a
straightforward give-and-take, but it quickly turned
into a love fest. Not once did Gumbel or Clinton
mention impeachment, Monica or the Chinese mon
eybags who tried to buy the 1996 presidential elec
tion.

From Zip 200. It's worth watching In the Life, the
PBS gay orgy. More power to the gay movement. It's
the best way to alienate the Majority from that whole
stinking cesspool.

Artificiality has always been an art and entertain
ment killer. Turning a white character into a black to
meet preordained quotas adds nothing to the suspen
sion of belief required for the success of a TV show.

During a long TV interview mulatress Halle Berry
was careful to refer to herself as an "actor," but now
and then she sl ipped up and used the non-PC, "ac
tress."
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From Zip 113. Selling miscegenation is certainly
much easier when our attention is focused on a
"higher goaL" That is probably what the liberaloids
at PBS [WNET/Nature] had in mind, when they en
listed Julia "Pretty Woman" Roberts for an installment
of their In The Wild series.
One might say that the program was Tarzan and
Jane with a twist. The predictable premise of the ce
lebrity film star who roughs it for the sake of an en
dangered species quickly gives way to a politically
correct Journey of Feminist Self-Discovery, wherein the
civilized woman (and social icon) treks through Borneo
in search of a close encounter with a male orangutan.
First we see Roberts with a baby orangutan. She
laughs hysterically when it urinates on her neck. We
hear the actress describe a dream in which .she was
"hugged" by a male of the species. She says that lo
cal people tell of large males invading villages, "and
carrying off the prettiest girls." Perhaps it was the
novelty of this idea (previously known as the King
Kong syndrome) and the awareness of her physical
appeal that prompted Roberts to take on this project.
She meets her 400-pound male while he is squat
ting on the ground eating. Hesitant and fearful, she
sits down and inches toward him. A few moments
pass. The ape seems indifferent. Suddenly his left arm
falls around her shoulders and his right arm circles
her waist. She is passive and does not resist. Three
seconds later they are in upper body contact. Two
white males then appear from behind and proceed
with the disentanglement. To emphasize the impor
tance of the scene it was repeated in slow motion.
Moments later, still breathless and smiling broad
ly, Roberts is ready for another close-up. She de
scribes for the audience her personal reactions to this
wonderful and thrilling experience. After all, it was a
dream come true.
We can only stand amazed before the talents of
our enemies. Their understanding of female psychol
ogy is far beyond what we possess. The ability to ma
nipulate a movie star into the appearance of seeking
sexual contact with an animal requires an insightful
ness, subtlety and skill unlike anything previously
known. By defining the socially acceptable and creat
ing the socially fashionable, our manipulators have
channeled female behavior to suit their own purpos
es. Women can be ta'ught that motherhood is unim
portant. They can be taught to hate the men of their
own ethnic group. With almost no encouragement
they treat animals like human infants. Finally they
can be made to ignore the division between them
selves and another species. Accept the premise and
the rest is simple.

It has required perfect timing, innumerable adjust
ments of every kind, along with delicate shadings
and fine tunings of public opinion, in order to bring
about our current indifference to the ugly and the
aberrant. Our controllers have now sanctioned a kind
of pseudo-bestiality, where the female participant is
left happy and satisfied for having played the central
role in organizing the events.
No guilt or shame accrues to this. The manipulat
ed victim feels honored and privileged. When every
traditional value is replaced by its opposite, the ab
normal becomes normal and every horror becomes
respectable. Such developments are usually sensed
by the youngest women first. They can perceive the
slightest nuance in any social fashion or instantly
adapt to drastic changes in social norms. Be remind
ed that this is not a mark of frivolity or faithlessness. It
is coded in their genes as the best way to survive.
let Julia Roberts get her thrills among the apes in
Southeast Asian jungles and women here at home
will follow suit as best they can. Might they possess
the kind of charms that move a jungle beast? Could
lesser women make the grade and prompt the same
reaction? Just walking home alone at night and feign
ing absent-mindedness would be enough to pass the
test and not be held accountable.
To volunteer as Julia did may soon become the
fashion. Already modern women are discarding timid
men. They want a real experience of instinct in their
lives. A search for "primal feelings" might even be in
terpreted as just another form of self-expression. Self
actualizing feminists could very well agree.
By moving far beyond the point of mere misceg:
enation, the interbreeding of human races appears
tame and unremarkable. In a world of senseless vio
lence and calculated depravity, Julia's great adven
ture serves a clear and simple purpose. It is aimed at
disaffected but idealistic women to show them just
how proper and noble it can be to dream of close en
counters with the primate of their choice.
There is very little left that our handlers need to
do. They have molded and shaped us, threatened
and finessed us, into the kind of human product they
require. Their consummate skill can be seen in the
fact that only the outer shell of Western culture re
mains. Consider the brilliance of that accomplish
ment. Try to imagine the infinite patience, the subtle
progression of social conditioning that made such a
victory possible. Our handlers deserve to ~e our mas
ters. They've earned it. We deserve to be their slaves
because we trusted and believed them. Every outrage
and horror they successfully perpetrate is just another
proof of how we have been managed.
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WASPISHLY YOURS

Who said (Newsweek Feb. 15, 1999): "Yes, I would
defend him [Hitler]. And I would win."
Who said (Free Inquiry Summer, 1999): "America has
created a political correctness so powerful that even the
most courageous are afraid to violate it openly."
Was it Pat Buchanan, the pseudo-Reformist who has
been reviled from reveille to redemption as a fascist and a
traitor to the kosher way of American life?
Was it braying Governor Jesse Ventura, who calls relig
ion a crutch and hopes to be "reborn" as a double-D-cup
bra? If you were really venturesome, Jesse, and you want
ed to go down that road, why not pray to return as a clean
Tampax or Monica's thong?
So who would have defended Hitler?
Was it Pius XII, whom all Jews hate, because the Pope
despised communism (founded and propagated by Jews)
more than he loved the unlovely Chosen?
'So who encouraged political correctness?
Was it geeky AI Gore, who can't love the unlovable
enough, and borrows Monica's presidential knee-pads
every chance he gets?
So who defends Hitler and also defends political cor
rectness?
Was it the liarly lawyer Johnny Cochran or racist john
ny Cochran who defended O.J. Simpson by corkscrewing
the truth?
I repeat: Who said he would defend Hitler and win?
Who said that we must put a stop to political correctness
in the cou ntry? Give up?
The man who boasted that he would defend Hitler and
win (too bad he wasn't heading the defense team at the
Nuremberg "trials"), and the man who likewise com
plained of the moral and inte"ectual boa constrictions of
political correctness in the country-you guessed it-was
none other than Alan Dershowbizowitz, defender of the
faith (which? whose?), and implacable defender of the
cause (whose? which?), and apex of the cadre of jews who
now run Harvard (founded in 1636 as a divinity school for
Christians).
Why is Dershowbizowitz leading the charge of the ko
sher heavy brigades agai nst Pat Buchanan? Why does Der
showbizowitz blather about Buchanan as a fascist because
Buchanan refused to submit to the kosher political correct
ness which wanted to lynch John Demjanjuk, an Ameri
can citizen, in Israel, while Israel, that haven of forever
spotless freedom lovers, refused to extradite confessed
murderer Samuel Sheinbein to the U.S. for trial? How
much longer can Israel shine us on about Sheinbein and
about the beauty of the booty we contribute to "beautiful
Israel"?
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Who's contributing to the boa constrictions of political
correctness, if not Dershowbizowitz, when he calls Israel
a "democracy," a place where Christians cannot proselyt
ize, where one can be arrested for criminal conspiracy for
giving a jew a copy of the New Testament? What's the dif
ference between the Nazis and the AshkeNazis when Ar
abs and jews intermarry at their own peril in "beautiful Is
rael"?
Is it democracy or theocracy when Israel cannot even
form a government without the complicity of the religious
parties, when Reform and Conservative jews are not even
regarded as Jews by the Orthodox who control the "spiri
tual" life of "beautiful Israel"?
Can we call Israel a "democracy," if an Arab can be
imprisoned for changing hislher name in order to marry a
Jew? So what's the difference between the Nuremberg
laws of the Nazis and the Nuremberg laws in AshkeNazi
Israel?
Since the kibbutz-constricted, kibbutz-constructed, quasi
theocracy the AshkeNazis have wrought in Israel is itself a
nascent fascist state, why is Alan Dershowitz, its most ded
icated defender, accusing Pat Buchanan of fascism? I'm al
ways painfully amused by those Chosenites who try to add
the luster of lies to "beautiful Israel" by claiming that the
Bible-and not Greece, John Locke and Jean-jacques
Rousseau-gave the Western world democracy. As the
late racist Rabbi Meir Kahane was so found of saying, Mo
ses never called a parliament. There is not even a hint of
democracy in the Torah. None.
Why are so many of Buchanan's most rabid accusers
Chosenites? Why are all the Safires and Rosenthals and
Krauthammers all hammering away at Pat so relentlessly?
Why do the mein-campy Krauthammers accuse Buchanan
of coddling Hitler, which is a lie, even as the Chosen un
button their codpieces to drown the fire of truth contained
in Pat's A Republic, Not An Empire?
Buchanan says that the West should have let Hitler and
Stalin destroy one another. There is really nothing excep
tional in what Buchanan contends about British interven
tion in WWII in defense of an indefensible Poland. He is
opposed now to a duplication of commitments to Eastern
Europe and the Baltic states, a duplication of the indefensi
ble commitments the British made prior to WWII. For
nearly a year after declari ng war agai nst Germany the"Al
lies" cowered behind the Maginot Line, waiting to be out
flanked by Hitler's panzers and grenadiers, the "blond
beasts" of the Aryan empire.
How did that help Poland? What was the point of mak
ing promises the "Allies" found impossible to keep? Why
not have waited to declare war, collecting one's lightning

towards a better time to unleash the thunderbolt?
British historian A.J.P. Taylor has advanced the same
view; so has vaunted American diplomat and politician of
foreign policy, George F. Kennan, booster of IIcontain
ment" of the U.S.S.R.
American historian John Toland, and British historians
Alan Bullock and David Irving have repeatedly made the
point that Hitler wasn't interested in conquering England
or the West. His driving focus was for Lebensraum in the
East. He admired the Brits and felt they should have made
common cause with him against the evil empire of Stalin
and his U.S.S.R.
Buchanan claims to have been surprised by the reac
tion to his book. If so, he's more naive than a warrior ex
perienced in the ways of Washington has a right to be.
How did he think the kosherites would react? In the meas
ured tones of a WASPy academic?
Channel surfing, I caught a few minutes of Buchanan
on C-Span at a book-signing in Dallas, of all places. I can
still remember the surprise in Buchanan's eyes after he
had signed a copy of his book for a female devotee, who
warned him, "I support you all the way, so I do hope you
have adequate security."
Why was Pat startled? Did he think that the Chosenites
who assassinate him daily in the media would be incapa
ble of another whitewashed caper like the one pulled off
near the Texas School Book Depository in the Big D? As
he campaigned for the presidency, what did he think those
guys in the sunglasses and dark blue business suits were
hovering around him for?
All the AshkeNazis care about is what's good for other
AshkeNazis, not what's good for America. Anything, espe
cially the truth, which might be regarded as "soft" on Hit
ler, has to be damned as the blackest of blasphemies.
What's good for the U.S., especially the truth, cannot be
good, unless it is primarily good for Israel. Doesn't Bucha
nan realize that by now?
As much as I respect Senator John McCain's behavior
in the Vietnam debacle, I must part company with the
Cain who slew his Able brother. McCain as much as
called Buchanan a traitor, then joined those other kosher
ites who would excommunicate Pat from the Republican
party. Neoconservatives like William Kristol want to cir
cumcise Buchanan from the G.O.P., notwithstanding Pat
was there when Goldwasser and Nixon, et aI., Kristolized
the Party and were later joined by the Safires, Rosenthals
and Krauthammers. Buchanan was a Republican even be
fore Kristol was crystallized in his mamma's AshkeNazi
womb!
Isn't that a perfect paradigm of push-come-to-shove?

Isn't that yet another shattering example of how the Cho
sen insinuate and then usurp? When did Capitol Hill be
come "occupied territory"? Who invented the movies, and
who owns them now? Who just got a toehold and pushed
the Palestinians out after 1,000 years? Who's pushing us
out of our own country, locking us out of the castle built
by John Locke and replacing it with a tent built by beaten
Babylon nomads?
Like Cain, Senator John McCain has sold his birthright
for a mess of kosher potage. Chosenite support for the
presidency is tarnished by the troika of Clinton, Hillary
and Monica. Shame on you, McCai n. Buchanan is as
much of a hero as you ever were, for your sufferi ng was
physical and inflicted by the moral morons of Uncle Ho,
while what Buchanan is up against is nothing less than the
heart of the heart of darkness itself, the Sanhedrin which
controls the capital on Capitol Hill.
Who cares that Capitol Hill is "occupied territory" and
that the hue and cry of the country is increasingly brown?
Nobody cares, that's who. So why are the people of The
Book so terrified of Buchanan's book?
Isn't Pat a real, live, fire-breathing politician, who actu
ally has the cajones unlike the likes of Dershowbizowitz,
to put the welfare of America ahead of the interests of Is
rael? Isn't that what smoldering Safire is so shaken by?
Does Buchanan really have a chance to win, especially if
he gets a goyishe grip on all that money "escrowed" for
the Reform Party? Just think of how Buchanan can crow, if
he can just get his grip on all that loot in escrow! '
Is Buchanan's grip on the truth what the Krauthammers
and Kristols are griping about? Suppose Buchanan can ac
tually get on the Reform Party ballot in all 50 states! Won't
that be a shocking kettle of gefilte fish? Are the Dershowbi
zowitzs of the world afraid that Buchanan will spread fas
cism by siphoning fuel from George Wand leave the floor
covered with fiery Gore? Or are the Chosenites terrified
that having $12.5 million Buchanan might have the
wherewithal I to broadcast the truth about Israel and pro
vide a rallying point for all those millions already alienat
ed by the system, all those who have had to endure dec
ades of cowardice from our fearful politicians, both
Democrat and Republ ican, the past and present occupants
of "occupied territory"?
Can you imagine what would happen to all those bil
lions now going to Israel, if Buchanan were to win?
If we lose, all is not lost. We can do as the great Span
ish philosopher, Unamuno, did when he shook his fist at
his enemies and declared, "Indeed you will conquer, but
you will never convince!"
V.S. STINGER
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Notes from the Sceptred Isle-John Nobull
In The Truth at Last (no. 416, P.O. Box 1211, Marietta
GA 30061), Dr. Fields has pictures of two Jews
who look very Jewish: Sholem Asch, the Yid
dish playwright, and Dame Shirley Porter, a
prominent British jewess. (By the way, why
call women jews? Where all other national ities
are concerned, don't we always use the femi
nine form for women, if one exists? Can it be
that the word "Jewess" conjures up visions of
Jewish feminists and landladies?) Asch and
Porter display the jewish characteristics: long
nose, everted lips and big ears.' Dr. Fields is
demonstrating that the jews are a race and that
they defi ne themselves as such when they call
themselves a people.
Well I would agree that the Jews are, and
defi~e themselves as, an ethnic group, and that
the more Jewish-looking Jews are indeed ra
cially distinct. Anyone who has lived among
Jews very quickly notices the uniquely Jewish
cast of countenance which is described in John
R. Baker's book, Race. The author shows how
physical appearance among Jews is, strongly
associated with mental characteristics which
mark them out from all other peoples.
Until a few years ago, when the Jews estab
lished such control over the media in English
speaking countries that they no longer had to
placate the goys, the relatively few Jews who
don't look Jewish had a field day in films. A
good example is Leslie Howard, a Romanian
Jew who acted in British films before WWII. It
was often remarked upon that he looked like
the quintessential Englishman. Well he was
Nordic all right, but his side view indicated
that he was a Nordic Dinaric, a minority in Ro
mania which produces a majority of the ath
letes (with the exception of the gymnasts, who
are the more normal Mediterranean Dinarics
or simply Mediterranean types planted in Da
cia during Roman times). Leslie Howard cer
tai nly didn't look Jewish, so he could be used
in a film called Pimpernel Smith, all about a
noble-minded Englishman who helps Jews to
escape from a Nazi concentration camp.
Young jewesses are also likely to be given
the jeune premiere role in films, the prime ex
ample being Judy Garland in The Wizard of
Oz. Older Jewesses (e.g., Lauren Bacall) tend to lose their
physical attraction and have to be promoted as great ac-
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tresses. It is not just that aging Jewesses so often fit into
William Sheldon's category of women who are
slim in youth but become fat as they age. With
Jewesses there is more to it: that hump at the
first vertebra and the predatory stance, long
nose poking forward. 2
I have already given my reasons for disa
greeing with those who regard the Ashkenazim
as mainly derived from the central Asian tribe
of the Khazars. I have met many Turks, hailing
from regions as far west as the Bal kans and as
far east as China,. They cover a wide racial
range, from yellow-skinned Mongolids (the
Turkmen people) to yellow-haired Nordics (the
Turks of Manisa Dag), but' never met one gen
uine Turk who looked like a typical Jew.
What makes many Jews look so Jewish?
They are not just Armenid and Orientalid types,
but usually distinct from Armenians and Arabs.
I think the answer may be found in Stan
Gooch's book, The Neanderthal Question. He
is Jewish himself and claims that the Jews are
partially descended from Neanderthal ances
tors. What makes Gooch's view compelling is
that it is virtually impossible to obtain a copy of
his book anywhere. I know because I have
tried. Obviously it has received the disappear
ance treatment from the sayanim, or helpers,
who serve the Jewish cause throughout the
world. I think it is high time a copy was found
and republ ished.
If Jews are native to the Near East, and were
established in Palestine (along with non-Jewish
peoples like the Philistines) at an early date,
then I think I have the answer. Carleton Coon
found palaeontologiocal evidence for the exis
tence of a crossbred Homo Sapiens-Nean
derthal type in the Palestinian caves. This cross
bred type came into being before the last Ice
Age was over in Europe. Baker's well-founded
theory of evolutionary grade would explain
how a population with a small, detectable
Neanderthal component would come to be re
garded, and to regard itself, as utterly different
and distinct from the rest of humanity.
1. There is a tree-growing fungus which is known in
Italian as a Jew's Ear. No one could be in any doubt as to
the resemblance. Incidentally, I wonder why Pinocchio's
nose lengthens when he begins to lie?
2. Just compare them with Greta Garbo, whose beauty
survived into old age.

England. One of the most sacrosanct
equations in modern physics, long con
sidered the brainchild of Albert Einstein,
is e=mc2 (e is energy, m is mass, c is the
velocity of light). Actually the equation
was the invention of an Italian, Olinto De
Pretto, who published it in a science mag
azine in 1903. An acquaintance of Ein
stein's saw the article and passed it on to
AI who published it in a 1905 paper with
no attribution to the original source. (The
Guardian, Nov. 11, 1999)
Some 176 out of every 100,000 white
Brits are in jail; 86 Asian Indians, 278
Pakistanis, 101 Bangladeshis and 1,249
blacks.
One of the biggest swindlers of all
time and therefore one of the biggest Jew
ish swindlers of all time was the late Rob
ert Maxwell, who in 1949 was caught
redhanded smuggling gold out of East
Germany. His arrest was quickly quashed
and, through his extensive Jewish connec
tions, he managed to prevent the media
from exposing his skullduggery. Maxwell
went on to fame and fortune and became
a political and financial powerhouse in
the Sceptred Isle----until he fell from or
was pushed off his luxurious yacht
Since the latest genetic scoop is that
one in five Brits have black genes, the im
portation of Danish sperm into England
comes at a racially strategic time when
British donors, so to speak, have dried up.
An official report issued by the Com
mission for Racial Equality in Britain stat
ed that during a 12-month period
238,000 whites were victims of crimes
compared to 101,000 Asians and 42,000
blacks.
Peter Mandelson, known in British
politics as the Prince of Darkness, was
forced from the cabinet for trying to con
ceal a $l-million loan from a colleague.
But dear friend Tony Blair didn't leave his
Jewish sidekick out in the cold for long.
He's now back as Northern I..eland Secre
tary. Mandelson, a self-anointed homo, is
considered Britain's most adept spinmeister.
An American friend of John Tyndall
wrote him a letter in which he said that
he felt the new leaders of the British Na
tional Party were somewhat ungrateful to
a man who had led the party in fair
weather and foul over many difficult

years. Tyndall replied that he harbored no
grudges and was quite willing to continue
to work for the party, an unusual reaction
from a politician who has just been
shown the door. But Tyndall is not the
usual sort of pol. He puts the interests of
his country above those of party. Inciden
tally the 1998 upgraded edition of Tyn
dall's book, The Eleventh Hour, is now
available: $56 hardcover, $42 softcover,
which includes postage. Order from Albion
Press, P.O. Box 117, Welling, Kent,
DA16 3DW, England.
Tabloids have it that Prince William
stunned his father Prince Charles recently
by announcing that he didn't want to be
king. He wanted to be an American mo
vie star a la Arnold Schwarzenegger! Ru
mor also has it that the Prince got rather
good marks in school and hadn't inherit
ed his mother's "thick head." On the oth
er hand, if William's latest pronounce
ment is to be believed, he's as air-headed
as his late miscegenating mama.
Twenty-six Anglican bishops now re
main in the House of lords. Because of
the removal of the hereditary members,
they worry about how long it will be be
fore they too are purged. Attendance at
the Church of England on an average
Sunday has fallen below the one million
mark. Practicing Anglicans comprise only
about 2% of the British population.
Miranda Harte of leeds is the mother
of nine hybrid children. The two eldest,
17 and 18, have committed 289 crimes.
Their offenses included aggravated bur
glary, assault, rape, car theft and drug
possession.

Norway. Attending a meeting in Oslo
last year Clinton had his gofers tear the
city upside down looking for one of his
old girlfriends, whom he had met while
touring Europe 30 years ago. When
found, she stated-truthfully or prudent
ly-that she had no recollection of ever
meeting the Arkansas Romeo.
Sweden. Checks for $22,000 have
been sent to 200 Swedes who were forci
bly sterilized years after the government
declared the practice to be socially unde
sirable. More than 63,000 Swedes-90%
of them females-were sterilized between
1935 and 1975. Hard to believe, but 200
mentally ill patients were starved to death
in 1941-43 in a hospital near the town of

lund. Some 400 patients were fed a strict
diet of candy in an experiment to find the
causes of tooth decay. Even harder to be
lieve, from 1944 to 1965,4,500 Swedes,
some of them homos, were lobotomized.

Switzerland. Schocken, one of the
many jewish publishers in the U.S., came
out with a book called Fragments: Memo
ries of a Wartime Childhood. Supposedly
the work of a Holocaust survivor, it con
tained many of the usual gruesome
Shoahbiz details. As the author was feted
in the literary world, his work won some
prestigious literary prizes. A couple of
months ago the publisher suddenly with
drew the book. It turned out to be a for
gery from first page to last. The author, a
Swiss who used the name of Binjamin
Wilkomirski, had pretended his fiction
was fact.
France. Another of the many con art
ists in the highest echelons of the French
government is or was Finance Minister
Dominique Strauss-Kahn, who was forced
to resign in November when it was be
lieved that he had antedated documents
in order to pocket a $100,000 fee for ad
vice on a property deal.
Robert Caratini, a Corsican historian,
has jOined the crusade to deflate Western
. heroes and heroines. He has penned a vi
cious attack on joan of Arc, in which he
claims she was a mentally disturbed kid
who had practically no influence on the
events of her day. She was simply used
by various factions in the incessant wars
between France and England and be
tween French monarchists and French
aristocrats.
Maurice Papon, a Vichyite and one
time high Gaullist official, fled to Switzer
land in October to avoid serving a 10
year jail sentence for deporting jews from
France in WWII. In no time Swiss cops
swooped down on him and dragged him
back to France, where the ailing 89-year
old was immediately thrown in jail. Un
like Papon, an honest man, supercrook
Marc Rich, a Jew hiding from the Ameri
can authorities, is continuing to live high
on the hog in Switzerland in a luxurious
mansion with his own private beach. The
U.S. has asked both Israel and Switzer
land to extradite Rich and was rebuffed.
Rich is supposed to be worth close to a
billion dollars, much 'of it stolen from
American investors.
Speaking of extradition, Israel, which
refused to let an American jewish murder
er be returned to the U.S., decided to let
an Israeli judge try Sam Sheinbein. He got
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24 years, which means that he could be
only 33 when let out on parole. Not a
bad deal for a killer who snuffed out the
life of a young Hispanic, then dismem
bered him.

Monaco. International banker Ed
mond Safra, a fancier of Bette Midler,
died mysteriously of smoke inhalation in
a bathroom of his 10,OOO-sqAt. pent
house in Monte Carlo. One story has it
that he locked himself in the bathroom
and wouldn't come out for fear of masked
invaders. Another story is that one of his
bodyguards-he sometimes traveled with
as many as 12-deliberately set fire to the
building in order to quickly put it out and
win Brownie points with his boss. To add
credibility to his tale the bodyguard
slashed himself with a knife, claiming it
was the result of scuffling with intruders.
Safra, who controls banks in the U.S., Eu
rope-and Israel, is worth at least $2.5 bil
lion. Guess who attended his Jewish fu
neral? His bosom companion, Elie (the
Weasel) Wiesel.
Germany. Egon Krenz, last head of
Communist East Germany, finally wa~
sent to jail for ordering the execution of
East Germans trying to flee to the West af
ter WWII. Nazi heads of state are hanged
or shot Communist bosses get slaps on
the wrist. Nazis are supposedly responsi
ble for killing 11 million, including 6 mil
lion Jews. Stalin, responsible for killing at
least 50 to 60 million, died in bed.
Having served seven months of a 10
month sentence, Australian Holocaust
skeptic Dr. Fredrick Toben has been set
free. He promises to return to Germany
for his appeal. If he does, he stands a
chance of serving even more time. More
over, if he or his lawyer argue too force
fully, they could be arrested for denying
the Holocaust. Meanwhile we are con
stantly assured that democracy is flourish
ing in the Fourth Reich.
The number of "anti-Semitic" inci
dents in Germany is increasing in direct
proportion to the ever-mounting number
of Soviet Jews imported into the country.
In 1990 there were 30,000 Jews in Ger
many. Today there are more than 80,000,
with the influx soon expected to reach
100,000. Synagogues are springing up
like mushrooms-in Leipzig, Dresden,
Munich and other cities. It is all too obvi
ous that the German people do not want
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these newcomers, but the German gov
ernment answers to the U.S government,
not to the German people.
The top U.S. noncommissioned offi
cer in Germany, Command Sgt Major Ri
ley Miller, was arrested and charged with
sodomy and other crimes. The top non
commissioned officer in the U.S. was Sgt.
Major Gene C. MacKinney, who was ac
quitted of 18 charges of sexual assault,
but found guilty of sexual misconduct
and reduced in rank. At least one, if not
both, of these super-soldiers is black.
The latest scoop on Mein Kampf in
Germany is that possessing it, discussing
it, selling it or even looking at it carries
with it a possible jail sentence. In the past
Germans could buy the book on the Inter
net. No more, thanks to the hateful Simon
Wiesenthal Center in Los Angeles, which
told German authorities that since the
sale of the book is against the law in Ger
many, the ban should also extend to the
Internet. Amazon.com, the leading Inter
net bookseller, controlled naturally by a
Jew, now says it will obey German laws
and not sell any more books to the na
tives. A British publisher wanted to in
clude Mein Kampf in the Frankfurt book
fair where he was exhibiting what he de
scribed as the 100 most influential books
of the modern era. He was told this
would be illegal because German law
says that Hitler's tome cannot be dis
played except under locked glass. At the
height of the so-called Nazi tyranny, Ger
mans could easily buy Marx's Das Kapital.

Russia. According to the ADL, which
is in the business of exaggerating anti
Semitism so it can bank more money
from nervous Jews, 44% of Russians have
doubts about the Chosen. Why? Because
it is believed they exercise too much
power in Russia and in the business
world at large. It is also believed (with
some justification) that Jews use unscru
pulous means to achieve their aims.
Poland. A group of Israeli high school
students, after visiting Auschwitz, invited
male and female strippers up to their ho
tel rooms, where all concerned had a rip
roaring party.

Hungary. In the closing days of WWII
American troops seized a "gold train" car
rying confiscated Jewish valuables from
Hungary to the West In those confused

times G.l.s were often free to loot with
nary a peep from higher-ups, who them
selves were not adverse to plundering.
But stealing from Jews is not the same as
stealing from Germans. Will the U.S. now
be billed for pilfering the contents of the
gold train?

Yugoslavia. Under NATO and UN
auspices, an Islamic state-greater Alba
nia, including Kosovo-is abuilding in
former Yugoslavia. Most of the Christian
Serbs in this former Yugoslav province
have now been ethnically cleansed.
Libya. Despite the passage of two and
more millennia, the fair-skinned residents
of the Jebel Akhdar region remain quite
distinct from other libyans. Whereas
Phoenicians and Romans colonized west
ern libya, Greeks had been the main set
tlers in Jebel Akhdar, then known as Cyre
naica. The people of Jebel Akhdar are
renowned for their independent spirit.
Israel. Somehow or other the U.S. al
ways seems to pay the freight for peace
talks in the Middle East. The 1998 Wye
River Conference will cost American tax
payers $1.8 billion. If Israel can be per
suaded to give back the Golan Heights it
stole in the 1967 War, the U.S. may have
to shell out $20 billion to its "ally.H
Although the Israeli economy leans
heavily on Christian tourists and pilgrims,
especially during the holiday season,
Chief Rabbi Israel Meir lau is unhappy
about what is going on. He reminded Is
raelis that it is forbidden for a Jew to look
at a crucifix and has ordered hotels not to
display Christmas decorations in their
lobbies. All in all, Christians and Chris
tianity are offensive to Rabbi lau.
Long lines of Jewish refugees from
Russia contain many uncircumcised Jews.
When they arrive in Israel, rabbis want to
cut them forthwith. Some object. The rab
bis then tried to get around the problem
by circumcising the dead. The objections
grew shriller. It was finally decided that
the uncircumcised while alive would be
asked whether they wished to have the
operation before or after they are buried.

Panama. A Chinese company ac
quired the rights to operate the two ports
at either end of the Panama Canal. Such
is the ignominious fate of one of the mod
ern world's great engineering marvels.
Admiral Thomas Moorer, onetime Chair
man of the Joint Chiefs, warns that Pana
ma could become an ideal launching pad
for nuclear missiles aimed at the U.S.

